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FOREWORD

Establishment of the Committee on Channel Stabilization in April 1962

was confirmed by Engineer Regulation 15-2-1, dated 1 November 1962. As

stated in ER 15-Z?-13the objectives of the

channel stabilization are:

a. To review and evaluate pertinent
the results thereof.

Committee with respect to

information and disseminate

b. To determine the need for and recommend a program of re-
search; and to have advisory technical review responsibility
for research assigned to the Committee.

c. To determine basic principles and design criteria.

d. To provide, at the request of field offices, advice on.design
and operational problems.

At the third and fifth meetings of the Committee, held in,February

1963 and October I-963, respectively, a number of papers were presented by

Committee members and others dealing with United States rivers having

major channel stabilization problems. These papers described channel

stabilization works, and pointed out problems encountered in the design

and construction of such works on several alluvial rivers, namely the Rio

Grande and the Columbia and Willamette.

This report, volume 3 of the Symposium on Channel Stabilization

Problems, includes papers presented at the meetings mentioned above.

Copies of this and other reports of the Committee on Channel Stabi-

lization can be obtained from the U. S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment

Station, P. O. Box 631, Vicksburg, Mississippi.
\
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CHAPTER I

CHANNEL STABILIZATION, MIDDLE RIO GRANDE PROJECT

by

John C. Thompson*

Ew!E2i

1. In recent years we have accomplished much in the channelization

field. The Corps of Engineers and Bureau of Reclamation programs on the

Middle Rio Grande project appear to be effective and are solving some of

the area’s most pressing problems.

2. Our work to date confirms some of the Corps findings in its June

1953 Use of Kellner Jetties report, especially as to preference for the

use of steel jetties for bank protection in streams such as the Rio Grande

in the Middle Valley.

3* Our channel program was designed to accomplish the following:

a. A rectified channel for ordinary flows with minimum water
losses.

b. Stable banks.

c. Overbank capacity during floods.

d. Prevention of deep channel shift and scour during floods.

e. Flood protection.

We used many miles of steel jetties, cleared floodways, pilot channels,

and low-flow conveyance channels. In their design we used all available

data including laboratory models and related studies. See fig. 1 for

locations of channelization works.

4. There still remains, however, a wide field of research, stu~,

analysis to confirm that we have taken the most efficient and economical

T
a roach to these problems. I suggest the need for continuing study on

the following matters:

a. Promer width of flood channels to move maximum amounts of- *
sediment, to afford highest degree of flood protection, and

and

* Assistant Regional Director, Region 5, U. S. Bureau of Reclamation,
Amarillo, Texas.
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b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

‘ G“

h.

i.

1“

k.

to obtain maximum water salvage. This should include con-
tinued evaluation of work accomplished to date in the Middle
Rio Grande channelization.

Spacing, angle, and size of jetties in tie-back lines.

Excavation required in flood channel for removal of high
ground on islands and peninsulas.

Distance of frontline jetties from toe of levee.

When replacement of sunken jetties is needed.

Need for strengthening anchors at tie-back lines and of connec-
tions of tie-back lines with front lines. This study should
include possible adverse effects of front line becoming de-
tached and swinging across flood channel.

Continuing research on weed and brush control methods.

Durability or life of jetties.

Use of earth groins as tie-back extension in combination
with jetties.

Restriction of vegetative growth in the overbank to reduce
water consumption. This would include consideration of
possible strip clearing, spraying of larger growth, etc.

Pilot channel widths and depths.

The Bureau’s Channel Program

The San Martial-Socorro t~e channels

5. The first emergency work above the Narrows of Elephant Butte

Reservoir was done in the summer of 1951. It consisted of digging small

drainage channels through dense growths of native vegetation to connect

existing channels. This work was done by the Middle Rio Grande Conserv-

ancy District with funds advanced by the State of New Mexico and irrigators

of the Rio Grande project.

6. In Decaiber 1951, our major channelization was begun at the

Narrows near the head of Elephant Butte Reservoir. By May 1954, construc-

tion had been completed upstream for a distance of 35 miles to the San

Martial diversion heading. This completed section of channelizationwas

operated while the second section was constructed for an additional 40 miles

upstream to the San Acacia Diversion Dam. The full 7’5-milechannelization

was brought into operation in 1959.

7* The conveyance channel-cleared floodway type of channelization

I-3
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could be used in this lower 75 miles of the project area

no development in the floodplain between San Martial and

from San Acacia to San Martial essentially all the rural

ment lies to the west of the river which flows along its

because there is

the Narrows, and

and urban develop-

east valley wall.

Fig. 2 is a sketch depicting this type of channelization. Photograph I-1

(following page 1-11) shows a section of the channelization in operation.

CLEARED FLOODWAY
VEGETATION FRINGE

\
4 f&.-...--.-.-.-.-----.----------&--------;I I II II I :LEVEE

@a2i_Jf~

LOW FLOW CON VEYANCECHMNEL
I I

6

\,

Fig. 2. Ty-picalsection, looking downstream, of conveyance channel-
cleared floodway type channelization

In this channelization, the natural features were used to define the east-

ern edge of the cleared floodway. The material excavated from a 2000-cfs

capacity, low-flow conveyance channel was used to construct the levee de-

fining the western boundary of the floodway. The levee was built 50 ft

east of the conveyance channel to provide a berm for stability and an

operating road.

8. In the upper 40 miles, a 600-ft-wide cleared floodway of 60,000-

cfs capacity was provided along the area of rural and urban development.

In the lower 35 miles, the width ranged from 1400 ft down to 1000 ft, with

the capacity being decreased from 50,000 cfs for 12 miles to 25,000 cfs for

the remaining 22 miles, in accordance with potential damage from levee

failure for floods of 50-year and 25-year recurrence intervals. The salt

cedars and other vegetation within the floodway were cleared by use of

bulldozers, and disposed of by burning. A 50-ft protective fringe of vege-

tation was left along the toe of the levee for erosion control. Pilot chan-

nels were constructed in the cleared floodway where the topography was such

that floodflows would be directed against the levee. Where sho~ to be

necessary by experience, permeable steel jetty fields were also subsequently

installed along the toe of the levee to control the direction of flow and

prevent erosion of the levee.

9= The conveyance channel

an average depth of about 10 ft,

was constructed with a 32-ft bottom width,

and side slopes ranging from 2:1 to 4:1,

I-4
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depending upon soil conditions. Where clays were encountered in the channel

excavation, it was sometimes necessary to place the levee 100 ft, instead

of 50 ft, east of the conveyance channel to obtain channel stability. With

its capacity of 2000 cfs, the conveyance channel will carry all the flow

of the Rio Grande at the San Acacia Diversion Dam about 82 percent of the

time. )?1OWSin excess of 2000 cfs are carried in the cleared floodway. A

heading structure at the San Acacia Diversion Dam limits flows into the

channel to its 2000-cfs capacity.

10. The first 75 miles of channelization provide a means of efficient

transmission of riverflows through the most heavily infested salt cedar

area and the most critical water-loss area. Where water formerly spread

across a wide floodplain, with much of the flow being dissipated in the

phreatic vegetation, it is now carried in confined waterways where it is

less readily available for nonbeneficial consumptive use. During periods

of low flow, the conveyance channel acts as a deep drain, withdrawing bank

storage and groundwater from the valley fill and away from the native vege-

tation.

The Bernardo channel

Xl_. About 3 miles above Bernardo at a river bend, the Rio Grande

repeatedly breached the levee during historical floods and sent part of its

flow down the riverside drain that emptied back into the river about 8 miles

downstream, a short distance above the mouth of the Rio Puerto. The flood-

flows gradually eroded the drain and increased its capacity to about 2000

Cfs ● To work with, rather than to oppose, the river, the old eroded river-

side drain was converted into a low-flow conveyance channel. A gated,

corrugated metal pipe heading structure was installed at the site of the

old levee break to control the inflow to

river channel was converted to a cleared

was enlarged and strengthened to provide

T’hiswork was a joint undertaking by the

Corps of Engineers. See photograph I-2.

the channel to 2000 cfs. The old

floodway, and the riverside levee

a floodway capacity of 20,000 cfs.

Bureau of Reclamation and the

The Mid-Vallev Channelization

12. From Bernardo upstream to the head of the irrigated lands of

1-5
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the project at the Cochiti Diversion Dam, there are intensive rural and

urban developments on both sides of the river. In most of this 98 miles

of river, the Middle Rio Grande Conservancy District has confined the river

by levees to a floodplain averaging about 1800 ft in width. The conditions

of development precluded the upstream extension of the conveyance channel-

cleared floodway type of channelization. Too, the water salvage potential

in this reach was less than in the lower reaches. The opportunity for

economic channelization was limited to the undeveloped floodplain between

the levees. The channelization along this length of the river consists of

a cleared channel within the present floodway, constructed to a width com-

patible w>th hydraulic and sediment transport characteristicsof the Rio

Grande. The channel is defined by permeable steel jetties in combination

with natural vegetation and topographic features. A sketch of this type

of channelization is shown in,fig. 3. Aerial views are shown in photographs

I-3 and I-4.

CLEARED CHANN EL

RIVERSIDE DRAIN ~h &. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -----I
AND LEVEE 1

:L*

PERMEABLE STEEL JETTIES
1 1

I

Fig. 3. Typical section, looking downstream; channel defined
by permeable steel jetties

13 ● The theory developed by Thomas Maddock, Jr.,* was used in de-

signing the channel widths. This theory is that the width of a sediment-

bearing alluvial stream is dependent upon the variables of discharge slope,

coefficient of roughness, sediment concentration, and weighted average fall

velocity of the sediment. The design widths computed by the Maddock form-

ula decreased in a downstream direction from about 900 ft at the Cochiti

Diversion to 550 ft at Bernardo.

14 ● The channelization work of the Bureau of Reclamation and the

flood protection work of the Corps of Engineers between Bernardo and Cochiti

both involved the installation of permeable steel jetties within the flood-

plain of the Rio Grande, and there was very close coordination in the planning

* Unpublished report by Thomas Maddock, Jr., entitled The Shape of All.uvial-
Channels.

I-6



and construction. The principal differences in the two types of work were

the density and widths of the permeable steel jetty installations. For

channelization purposes, installations of medium density were required to

define the channel widths.

15. The selected spacing of the jetties for channelization purposes

was guided by model studies of the Casa Colorado reach of the Rio Grande

where the hydraulic and sediment transport characteristics were determined

by field measurements throughout a range in discharges.* In order that

physical evaluation can be made of the effectiveness of channelization,

aerial photographs have been taken and cross sections of the floodplain on

a longitudinal spacing of 500 ft are being determined by photogrmetric

methods. This work will be repeated periodically. A cooperative Federal

and state program of sediment sampling and analysis is being carried on at

key stations on the Rio Grande and its tributaries.

Problems Encountered in the Channelization Program

San Martial and Socorro channelizations

16. Problems encountered in the San Martial and Socorro channeliza-

tion are described in the following subparagraphs:

a.

b.

c.

The material from San Martial south is generally heavy
clays, except at river crossings. Therefore, we were able
to rely on a brush fringe for general protection of the
spoil bank levee along most of the levee.

We found it desirable to construct pilot channels in the
floodway to direct flows away from the levee. These were
extremely successful and scoured out in some places to
approximately a 200-ft width and 10- to 15-ft depth. This
reduced maintenance in floodways and saved additional water.
See photographs I-5 and I-6.

Although the 2000-cfs conveyance channel is armored with
gravel blanket, we have experienced some erosion. This
has generally occurred when flows exceeded 1500 cfs. As
a general rule, slope failure began with the loss of gravel
at the toe of the channel slope. In an effort to overcome
this condition, we have recently begun to use small steel
jetties which are installed at or near the toe of the slope
of the channel at spacings varying from O to 10 ft. Insofar
as possible the jacks are placed in a manner that will cause

D * U. S. Bureau of Reclamation,Hyd. Lab Report No. Hyd. 477, dated MaY 1961.
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d.

e.—

f.—

g“

h.

a minimum encroachment u~n the bottom width of the channel.
We have found that backfilling behind the jacks has provided
very satisfactory protection. These steel jacks are con-
structed of 3-in. by l/8-in. by 6-ft-4-in. angle iron bolted
at the center with 3/8-in. bolts, and wired with No. 11 size
wire . The weight and size of these jacks are such that they
can be handled adequately by one man. They are cabled to-
gether and tied into the slopes to prevent movement. See
photograph I-7.

Earth groins plated with gravel were found to be effective
for levee protection in the Brushy Lake area which has
relatively heavy clays.

We found it necessary to raise the levee at sta 250 (San
Martial area) due to deposition in floodway.

Our findings confirmed those of the Corps 1953 Use of
Kellner Jetties report that a direct attack on frontline
jetties of over 45 deg caused serious problems. Our sta
750 is an illustration. At this point the river made a
large bend of about 90 deg. We put in extra jetties, rock,
gravel, and trees. We later relieved the situation by a
pilot channel upstream. See photograph I-8.

We found a similar situation at our sta 890. See photograph
1-9“ Here we tried to extend the jetty field with wider
spacings of tie backs (500 ft) and a single frontline jetty.
We were unable to complete this installation due to high
riverflows, and were forced back to the toe of the levee
where a severe flood fight occurred. We installed jetties
close to the toe of the levee and backfilled with gravel.
We also placed a double front line at a distance of approxi-
mately 55 ft from the toe of the levee and tie backs at the
standard 150-ft spacing. In our O&M program we have placed
several fields of this nature. If, during a flood fight,
any part of the frontline jacks or tie-back jacks fail
through erosion, etc., replacement jacks can be established
from the top of the levee, utilizing a 3/4-yd dragline with
a boom and jib with a length of 80 ft. See photograph 1-10.

At sta 1200 the river is too wide and moves back and forth.
Research would undoubtedly show that a narrower floodway
would prevent attack on levees. Lack of funds prevented
work on the east side of the river. See photograph 1-11.

Mid-valley channelization

17. Problems encountered in mid-valley channelizationwere as

follows:

a. We found that a minimum of 150 ft from frontline jetties to
higher ground in the floodway channel is required. Water
could not be forced over islands or out of the old river
channels by merely stringing jetties across channel. We

I-8
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18.

tenance is

this job.

this work.

b.

c.

had to cut pilot channels at river miles 162 ad
photographs 1-12 and 1-13.

We found that we had dogged off too sharply in a
and had to extend jetty lines upstream to smooth
as at sta 4390, Belen area.

We found it necessary to cut and/or scarify root

155. See

few instances
out curves,

zone in
islands and in floodway to allow these to be moved out by
high riverflows.

Operation and Maintenance

Under our authorization, the cost of channel operation and main-

nonrei.mbursable. We organized and equipped a staff to handle

This year we have an appropriation of approximately $500,000 for

This money is used for operating the headworks, for clearing

and cleaning channels, for maintaining floodways, for replacing and en-

larging jetty fields, and for extending pilot channels or drains within

the channelization area.

19. Prior to channelization, there were approximately 75,000 acres

of salt cedars, cottonwoods, willows, Russian olive trees, and other water-

consuming vegetation in and adjacent to the river channel and floodplain

in the project area. About 300,000 acre-ft of water, or about one-third

of the normal annual flow of the river at the head of the irrigated lands,

was lost to nonbeneficial use by the phreatophytes. A part of these

phreatophytes was destroyed during the clearing of the floodways and

by rehabilitation of the District works. However, unless continually

controlled, regrowth, with recurrence of the nonbeneficial consumptive

use, is very rapid.

20. Phreatoph@e control within the floodways is accomplished by

both mechanical and chemical maintenance procedures. Heavy-duty tractors

equipped with large root plows, large chemical ground-spray rigs, and

helicopters for the application of chemical formulas are utilized. A com-

bination of these maintenance procedures has proved quite successful in

the control of regrowth. Chemicals are now available on the market which,

when properly formulated ~d applied, present no particular crop-damage

problem in adjacent irrigated areas.

21. We feel that continued study and research in methods of brush

1-9
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and vegetation control are warranted. As an illustration,we have been

spraying the floodways with helicopters only for the past 3 years. There

may be more efficient and less costly ways of doing the job which research

could develop. Disking, plowing, mowing, and other mechanical measures

for brush control should also be under constant study.

Water Salvaged by the Channelization

22.

ization on

Rio Grande

The following chart (fig. 4) smarizes the effects of channel-

water salvage. In 1942, you will note New Mexico was even on its

Compact status. Commencing then, the debt increased rapidly

until 1954. For only 3 years in this 13-year period did they show a credit.

The debt had reached 498,ooo acre-ft by 1954, and 529,000 by 1956. With

the channelization work and other project activities, this trend has been

reversed. At the end of 1962, the debit was approximately 350,000 acre-ft.

The state showed a credit for 6 out of the last 8 years. The 2 years in

which they failed to show a credit, flows at Otowi were only about one-

third of normal with correspondingly low tributary runoff. We have saved

approximately 600,000 acre-ft of water since our channelizationwork was

started, and without the project work, the New Mexico debit by now would

have undoubtedly reached well over 1 million acre-ft.

1-10
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U. S. Bureau of Reclamation Photo P163-500-848

Photograph I-1. View, looking downstrea, of San
Martial channelization, showing cleared floodway,
1000 ft wide, with levee and low-flow conveyance
channel at right. Phreatic vegetation at right
of channel. Flow is approximately 3500 cfs

U. S. Bureau ofReclamatwn Photo P163-518-4663

Photograph I-2. Bernardo heading and channel.
Subsequent to this photograph, the Bureau and
the Corps have extended the channelization pro-

gram through this area
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U. S. Bureau of Reclamation Photo P163-518-4669

Photograph I-3. Looking downstream at a reach of the
Rio Grande in the Middle Rio Grande project where the
new river channel is defined with permeable steel jet-
ties. At left are the old.river channel being filled
with sediment and a drain extension carrying return
flows and operating waste downstream to next diversion

U. S. Bureau ofReclamatwn Photo P163-518-4680

Photograph I-4. Middle Rio Grande channelization look-
ing downstream along Rio Grande, showing cleared chan-
nel and permeable steel jetties. Note sediment deposi-
tion in right jetty field. Small channel along right

riverbank is a riverside drain
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U. S. Bureau of Reclamation Photo P163-518-4870

1 i

I

U. S. Bureau of Reclamation Photo P163-518-4869

Photograph I-7. Looking north along east side of con-
veyance channel, sta 67+00, San Martial Lake area.

Note 6-ft jetties protecting east bank
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U. S. Bureau of Reclamatwn Photo P163-518-4639

Photograph I-8. Aerial view of Socorro channelizatic)n
looking downstream at approximately sta 750

Q

.

U. S. Bureau of Reclwtwn Pbti P163-518-46@

Photograph I-9. Aerial view of Socorro channelization
looking downstream at approximately sta 890



Photograph 1-10.
Ground views of
Socorro channel-
ization showing
jetties installed
at approximately
sta 890 by O&M

forces

. .

., Photograph 1.11.
Socorro channel-
ization, looking
downstream at
approximately

sta 1200

U. S. Bureauof

ReclamatwnPhoto

P163-5184643
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CHAPTER II

REVETMENT-STABILIZATIONOF THE CHANNEL OF THE RIO GRANDE

FROM CABALIO DAM TO FORT QUITMNI, NEW MEXICO-TEXAS

by

A. F. Bettle* and C. E. Dyer~

1. The reach of the Rio Grande from two

New Mexico to Quitman Canyon in Texas is known

projects and is 193 miles in,length, extending

below El Paso, Texas.

miles below Caballo Dam in

as the El Paso Rio Grande

102 miles above and 91 miles

2. The projects consist of the canalization project, the American

Dam and Canal project, and the rectification project, and will be discussed

here as two separate units since the purposes and uses of the three projects

are somewhat different although bank stabilization by revetments was similar

in nature. Plate 11-1 is a pictorial map of the projects.

Rio Grande Canalization Project
(Including American Dam and Canal Project)

3. The canalization project was authorized by the Congress under

Public Resolution No. 4, 74th Congress, February 1935; Public Resolution

No. 392, 74th Congress, August 1935; Public Resolution.No. 648, 74th Con-

gress, June 1936; and Public Resolution No. 472, 76th Congress, April 1940.

The project was constructed and is being maintained and operated by the

United States Section of the International Boundary and Water Commission

primarily for the purpose of and as a means of complying with and regulat-

ing the diversion of waters to Mexico as required by the Treaty of 1906

between the United States and Mexico; U. S. 725,000 acre-ft and Mexico

60,000 acre-ft. The project also serves as a conveyance channel for irri-

gation waters for the U. S. Bureau of Reclamation, and as a flood-control

project through the Rincon and Mesilla Valleys of New Mexico and Texas.

* Project Superintendent, El Paso Projects, International Boundary and
Water Commission, United States and Mexico, El Paso, Texas.
Chief of Operations, International Boundary and Water Commission,
United States and Mexico, El Paso, Texas.
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4. In general,the project consists of a 10W, relatively narrow

flood channel confined on either side by two approximately parallel levees

about 700-800 ft apart. In the center of this flood channel is located a

normal low-flow channel approximately 200 ft wide. The purpose of the low-

flow channel is to carry the normal irrigation requirements of the Rio

Grande reclamation project as well as smaller volume floods, and to act as

a pilot channel for the river to prevent meander and uncontrolled flows.

The capacity of the flood channel varies from 22,000 cfs in the vicinity

of Hatch, New Mexico, to 12,000 cfs at El Paso, Texas. The capacity of the

low-water or pilot channel is approximately 2500 cfs.

5. Construction of the project was begun in 1938 and was substan-

tially complete in 1943.

6. The slope of the river varies from 3 to 4 ft per mile. The mate-

rial of the channel bed and banks is composed of medium sands (0.6 mm to

0.2 mm) principally, with lesser amounts of coarser sand and gravel together

with some silt. The suspended silt load from 1960 records at the American

Dam in El Paso was 219,000 tons, 0.043 percent by weight. Flows of over

3000 cfs are considered as floodflows inmost reaches of the project.

Since 1942 more sediment deposits have entered the channel and floodplain

than have been carried through. Some removal of sediments is achieved by

mechanical means, but the condition is generally one of aggravation. The

pilot channel banks are relatively shallow, 3 to 6 ft, and due to aggrava-

tion the

with the

were not

7.

trend is for the channel to constantly scour, fill, and change

attendant meandering without control if some means of stabilization

attempted.

Prior to construction of the project the extreme recorded flow at

El Paso was 24,000’cfs on 12 June 1905, and on 3 September 1925 the record

reflects a maximum flow past there of 13,500 cfs. Since completion of the

project, the highest recorded flow was 11,300 cfs on 14 September 1958.

Fhodflows generally occur from June through October.

8. Constructionof the project consisted primaril.yin the building

of the levees on either side of the then-existing river channel with no

major channel changes or rectification in alignment. A few artificial

channels were created, but these were few and relatively short in length.
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Generally, the alignment was dictated by the existent river and economics

of construction.

9* Though no major rectification of the channel was achieved, it was

recognized that -pilotchannel bank stabilization would be necessary in order

to control the flow of the river and to lessen the threat to and protect

the levee system. Accordingly, a revetment installation.program was begun

using permeable, flexible t~e, woven-wire fencing along the low-flow

channel banks or along a line of proposed bank stabilizationwith the usual

cross or tie-back fences to the solid or established bank. During the

revetment construction period from 1938 to 194o, 387,400 linear ft (73.37

miles) of this permeable type revetment was installed on the canalization

project at a cost of $224,100. The bank revetment was accomplished by

force account.

10. The protection thus installed worked as planned and expected,

and much bank stabilization was effected as well as floodway filling accom-

plished. However, in.1942, from May until September, sustained flows up-

wards of 7000 cfs were experienced on the project, and the mesh wire in the

revetments began to fail due to breakage of the wires caused by the current

constantly flexing them back and forth. As the mesh thus broke and fell,

it permitted the river to flow without interruption through, under, and

over the revetment field. Much of the previously deposited material back

of the installations was lost, and it was evident that further stabiliza-

tion without extensive repairs was impossible.

11 ● Due to the costs involved and principally because of the apparent

instability of the permeable-fence type of stabilization protection, it

was decided to experiment with and begin a program of bank rock and jetty

rock type of revetment and.stabilization.
.

12. Numerous arroyns debouch upon the floodplain and into the river

from both sides of the channel. A few of these arroyos had extensive

boulder fields where large stones,which had been moved out of the adjacent

mountains and hills, had been dropped.

13. The United States Section of the Commission had considerable

dragline excavating and hauling equipment and experiencedpersonnel,and

experiments on a limited

arroyo boulder and stone

scale were begun by loading and hauling these

deposits and dumping them on and along the
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previously prepared and aligned pilot channel banks. This work was begun

soon after the previously mentioned 1942 flood.

14. The bank protection and stabilization is of two t~es, bank

revetment and jetties (supplemental). The bank revetment was used where

the existing riverbank conformed to the approximate location of the desired

riverbank, in which case the new bank to be revetted was formed ~d aligned

by either excavating the projection between the new and old banks, or by

backfilling the scallops or serrations between the new and old banks, or

both. Material for the backfill was obtained from the excavated material

or borrowed from the river channel. The foregoing work was performed by

dragline excavators, or tractor-dozers, or a combination of both; usually,

except for emergency work, the revetment work

off-season irrigation and off-flood time from

formed as described was shaped to a neat line

graphs or previously studied topographic maps

was performed during

November until May.

laid out from aerial

the

The bank

photo-

made for the purpose. A neat

slope, 1 on 1 approximately, was excavated together with a key or cutoff

trench excavated at the toe of the slope, and the revetment rock was placed

thereon by dumping from trucks. Amounts of revetment rock per linear foot

of bank and linear foot of jetty, and the spacings of jetties were substan-

tially uniform and were dictated by experience. Generally, bank t~e re-

vetment was found to be sufficient if dumped 3 ft thick on the l-to-l slope

with the curtain or cutoff trench approximately 3 ft below the normal river

bottom. Jetties were generally 250 to 350 ft apart, depending upon the

length, and were end-dumped from 4-cu-yd trucks; a jetty width of approxi-

mately 12 ft was required to accommodate the trucks, and the jetties were

usually from 3 to 6 ft in height.

15 ● The jetty type of bank protection was installed where the river

channel was too wide, or material for bank formation was not present or

required moving a prohibitive distance. Rock jetties were constructed,

extending from the

bank. In numerous

taryto, and as an

cient material.had

existing bank to the position of the proposed aligned

reaches, jetties were built preliminary to, or supplemen-

assist in performing bank t~e revetment. When suffi-

been deposited by the river between the jetties, the

backfill was completed by

above for bank revetment;

borrowing from the river channel as described

the rock in the jetties was usually excavatedby
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dragline and dumped on the new bank, after which additional rock was placed

until the required amount had been reached.

~6. As the arroyo rock and boulders were soon depleted, it was

necessary to develop rock by quarrying methods and procedures. It was de-

termined at that stage that the bank rock and jetty rock types of protection

and stabilizationwere feasible and of a more permanent.naturethan the

permeable-fence type of revetment.

17. Rock from quarry sources was generally dense limestone. The

following size and grading specifications were normally followed:

The

the

1-1/2 cu ft to 1 cu yd, not to exceed l@o

3/4 Cu ft

1/4 Cu ft

Less than

small size range could

mass not to exceed 15%

to 1-1/2 Cu ft, 50% to 75%

to 3/4 Cu ft, 15% to 4@o

1/4 cu ft, not to exceed 15%

contain undersize rock fragments and spans in

with the exclusion of earth, sand, or dust.

18. On the canalization project quarry sites were numerous and

fairly close to the work, the hauls were reasonable compared to hauls on

the rectification project, being generally a maximum of 6 miles one way,

oftentimes less.

19. Since completion of the bank revetment-stabilizationprogram in

1961, limited repair and maintenance has been required. The amount of

approximately $14,000 per year for this item has been tentatively set;

however, experience and conditions may dictate otherwise.

20. On the canalization project, the total lengths of revetment

placed along the bank and jetties run out from the banks to 1 July 1961

in the Rincon and Mesilla Valleys were as follows:

Rincon Valley Mesilla Valley

Bank revetment, lin ft 205,377 490,810

Jetty revetment, lin ft 20,985 30,912

Total 226,362 521,722

This total of 748,o84 linear bank.feet (141.68 miles) of river-channel pro-

tection was performed at a total cost of $1,925,993 or $13,594 per bank-

mile. The cost of the preparatory work only, to shape the bank to the re-

quired slope and

a bank-foot cost

alignment prior

for preparatory

to placement of the rock, was $311,165 or

work of $0.42. A total of 1,105,188 cu yd
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of rock was produced, hauled, and placed at a cost (for rock) of $1,614,828;

a unit cost of $1.46 per cu yd, a total cost per linear bank-foot of $2.57.

An average of 1.48 cu yd per linear foot of bank was placed. These costs

are progressive and do not reflect the increased, inflated costs of the

last few years of construction. These costs are summarized in table 1.

Table 1

summaryof cost per Project, 1 June 1943 to 1 July 1961

Project

Canalization

Rectification
u. s.
Mexico

Grand Total
u.s.
Mexico

Bank Protected
Total cost Total Pre-
Length per paratory
lin ft lin ft Total Cost cost

748,o84 $2.57 $1,925,993 $311,165

357,696 $2.93 $1,047,833 $112,982

95,984 NO Costs Available

1,105,780 $2.69 $2,973,826 $424,147

i+%%

Rock
cost Cu yd cost Prepara-
per per per tory cost

Total Cost Total cu yd cu yd lin ft lin ft lin ft— —

$1,614,828 1,105,188 $1.46 1.48 $2.16 $0.42

$ 934,85~ 434,o85 $2.15 1.21 $2.61 $0.32

$2,549,679 1,539,273 $1.66 1.39 $2.31 $0.38

21. Engineering and administration of the revetment construction

herein described, as well as the maintenance and operation of both the ca-

nalization project, including the American Dam and Canal project, and the

rectification project were and are carried out from the same headquarters

and by the same engineering and supervisory staff operating as the El Paso

Rio Grande projects.

Rio Grande Rectification Project

22. The Rio Grande rectification project, as the name implies, con-

sisted of the rectification and stabilization of the Rio Grande which serves

as the international river boundary between the great sovereign United

States of America and Mexico. The project was constructed and is being

operated and maintained jointly by the two Governments, administered through

the United States Section and the Mexican Section of the International

Boundary and Water Commission.

23. The Rio Grande rectification project was constructed under the

authority of the Treaty of 1 February 1933, between the United States and

Mexico. The project was designed for and provides a stabilized river bound-

ary between the two countries in the El Paso-Juarez Valleys. The project
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also provides flood control, irrigation, and drainage benefits to approxi-

mately 8O,1OO (58,75o United States - 21,350 Mexico) acres of highly culti-

vated, irrigated valley land in both nations as well as thickly populated

urban areas on both sides of the river. The corrected channel alignment

with levees on both sides also is a means of better and more efficient

patrolling of the international line by both countries in preventing illegal

entry and smuggling, a problem which has been greatly alleviated since the

construction of the project. The project extends from the cities of El Paso,

Texas, and Juarez, Chihuahua, downstream to the entrance to Quitman Canyon.

From this point of beginning, the river was changed and realigned from a

very crooked, meandering, and leisurely stream 152.2 miles long with an

aggrading river bed and slope of approximately 2 ft per mile, to one with

generally straight alignment 85.6 miles long with a general slope of 3.3

ft per mile. Thus, the rectified length was only 56% of the prerectified

length. In order to offset the disturbed regime in river gradient, several

concrete drop structures or grade control structures were built. Exact

equal areas of land, about 3500 acres, were exchanged between the two

countries, changing sovereignty after being ceded from one country to the

other. The completed typical section consists of a low-water or pilot

channel approximately 30 m wide, 1.5 to 2.5 m deep, with an adjacent flood-

way plain on either side, bounded by levees generally about 18o m apart, so

spaced as to permit passage of a flood of 11,000 cfs, and allowing generally

for a freeboard of 1 m below the levee crown grade. Construction work on

rectification of the river was begun in 1932 and was substantially completed

in 1938.

24. Slope of the river on the rectification project is approximately

3.3 ft per mile. Material in channel bed and banks is predominantly fine

sands, being in the 0.2-mm to 200-mesh grading, becoming slightly finer

downstream. From records in 1960, the suspended silt load at the lower end

of the project was substantially the same as shown previously at El Paso.

25. Here, too, floodflows are of 3000 cfs or greater magnitude. Ex-

treme flow from records at Fort Quitman gaging station near the lower end

of the project was 10,600 cfs in October 1946. The pilot channel throughout

the project has been aggrading since 1942. Since normal flows do not sluice

nor carry away materials deposited from the canalization project located
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upstream and from arroyos, mechanical means are employed to keep the

channel cleaned.

26. The Treaty provides that the permanent international boundary

shall be the middle of the deepest part of the section within the rectified

river channel. In order to prevent uncontrolled meandering, to stabilize

the boundary, and to maintain grades most compatible with optimum silt and

sand transport, it was necessary to stabilize the pilot channel banks in

the same manner as outlined for the canalization project.

27. Soon after construction of the project, extensive bank stabili-

zation was begun by installation of permeable type wire fence attached to

psts and cable. The principal design consisted in parallel-to-flow and

along-bank vertical fences suspended from cables attached to creosoted

posts, with cross or tie-back fences at intervals, much the same design

and plan as used on the canalization project. The fencing was the usual

V-mesh and square pattern, galvanized hog or farm fencing. In addition,

cylindrical wire cages were also installed. This general type of revetment

caught small debris, and considerable deposition occurred behind and between

the installations. The banks began to stabilize, and considerable favorable

results were obtained from this typ’eof permeable revetment.

28. However, in the summer and early fall of 1942, as was experienced

also on the canalization project, the rectification project experienced

severe and prolonged flooding, causing the permeable type wire revetment

to fail. Typical failure here too occurred when the mesh wire broke from

constant flexing by the currents. The main cables and posts, almost with-

out exception, were not affected, and remained in a most stable condition.

However, the fact was very evident that repairs, even if effective and per-

manent, would be uneconomical to make and further maintain, and that some

other means of bank stabilization must be tried.

29. Estimated velocities causing failures were mean 4-5 fps with

extremes in section of 10 fpso

30. Rock revetment procedures similar to those described for the

canalization project were uridertaken,simultaneously on the rectification

project. On the rectification project, with the exception of the lower few

miles, rock was scarce and the hauls were long, averaging 10-12 miles one!![
way . FromEl Paso to the Guayuco Arroyo, a distance of approximately 70
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miles, the rock was obtained from quarries and some arroyo sources located

on the Mexican side of the river. Since the project is of an international

nature and a joint venture of both countries, arrangements for operations

in Mexico were relatively simple. By mutual agreement, the United States

Section of the International Boundary and Water Commission placed revet-

ment rock on,reaches of the Mexican bank in an exchange of work performed

by the Mexican Section.

31. Amounts of revetment rock per linear foot of bank and linear

foot of jetty, and the spacings of jetties were substantially uniform and

were dictated by experience, much the same as described for the canalization

project.

32. Since the

revetment repair and

approximately $6,OOO

by the United States

completion of the bank revetment program in 1961, some

maintenance have been required here also. At present

to $7,000 per year is being budgeted for this purpose

Section, which has proved sufficient; however, as

further floods occur, it may be progressively more expensive to maintain

the completed works.

33. on the rectification project, a total of 453,68o lin ft (85.92

miles) of banks was revetted by both Sections of the Commission, and a total

of 357,696 lin bank-ft (67.75 miles) of river channel protection work was

performed by the United States Section at a total cost of $1,047,833, or

$15,466 per bank-mile. ‘I’hecost of the preparatory work alone, to shape

the banks to the required slope and alignment prior to placement, was

$112,982 or a unit bank-foot cost of $0.32. A total of 434,o85 cu yd of

rock was produced, loaded, hauled, and placed at a total cost of $934,851,

or a unit cost of $2.15 per cu yd, there being an average of 1.21 cu yd of

rock placed per linear foot of bank, a total cost per linear bank-foot of

$2.93. A total of 95,984 lin ft of the grand total was placed by the

Mexican Section.

34. The costs also are progressive and do not reflect the increased,

inflated costs of the last few years of construction. A S~~ of bank

protected by both the United States and the Mexican Sections is given in the

following tabulation, but the foregoing costs do not include nor reflect

costs by the

but costs of

latter Section. Their procedures and problems were similar,

protection by that Section were not available.
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Bank Protected bv U. S. Section

U. S. bank protected by rock revetment

U. S. bank protected by rock jetties

Mexico bank protected

Mexico bank protected

Total installation

Subtotal

by rock revetment

by rock jetties

Subtotal

by U. S. Section to 1 July 1961

Bank Protected by Mexican Section

Mexico bank protected by rock revetment

Mexico bank protected by rock jetties

Total installation by Mexican Section to 1 July 1961

Total Mexico bank protected to 1 July 1961

Total bank protected to 1 July 1961

Linear Feet

288,700

9,925

298,625

49,190

9,882

59,071

357,696

68,514

27,470

95,984

155,055

453,680

Concluding Remarks

35* From the experience gained

zation herein described, and from the

during the program of bank stabili-

protection afforded together with the

to-date maintenance upkeep, it is apparent that the program has proven

entirely satisfactory and has adapted itself well to a stream of shallow,

sediment-carrying characteristics such as the Rio Grande within the reaches

covered by this report. It must be borne in mind that several important

factors must be considered in adoption of this type of revetment stabiliza-

tion, the primary one being availability and volumes of rock within reason-

able transport distances. It is therefore deduced that the choice of

stabilization in this case has been a judicious one.
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CHAPTER III

coLwM ~ LOWER WILLAMETTE RIVERS, 40- By 600-FOOT pRO~CT

by

Harold A. Kidby++

1. The plan for constructing the 40-ft project in Columbia and

lower Willamette Rivers was authorized by 2d session, 87th Congress.

Plate III-6, sheets 1-3, show the authorized project modification. The

plan provides for a channel 40 ft deep and 600 ft wide from Vancouver,

river mile 105.5, to the mouth of the Columbia River, river mile 3.0; a

turning basin at Vancouver 40 ft deep, 800 ft wide, and about 5000 ft long;

a turning basin at Longview, Washington, 40 ft deep, with an average width

of 1200 ft, and about 6000 ft long; and a channel 40 ft deep in Willamette

River, with widths varying from 600 to 1900 ft, from the mouth to the

Broadway Bridge, which encompasses the Portland Harbor area. This modifi-

cation was authorized with the provision that the channel width in the

portion of the Columbia River from the mouth of the Willamette River to

Vancouver, Washington, be limited to 500 ft until the need

width is demonstrated by developed traffic.

2. In addition to the above modification, the River

of 23 October 1962 (House Document 203, 87th Congress, 1st

for additional

and Harbor Act

Session)

authorized a modification of the existing project in Columbia River to

provide a channel 35 ft deep and 500 ft wide, with a turning basin 35 ft

deep, 800 ft wide, and 2000 ft long between river miles 105.5 and 106.5.

3* Because the downstream limit of the project appears to be an

arbitrary one, perhaps it should be explained briefly. A separate and

distinct Federal project exists, authorizing an entrance channel 48 ft

deep and one-half mile wide from river mile 3.0, off jetty A, to deep water

in the Pacific Ocean. This project was constructed during 1956 and 1957

and is now maintained to project depth for a width of at least 1500 ft

by hired-labor hopper-dredging each summer. Generally a channel in excess

of 2000 ft wide has been dredged annually. Navigation and channel

* U. S. Army Engineer District, Portland, Oregon.
..
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maintenance in the mouth of Columbia River are completely different

problems from those encountered upstream. This paper will discuss both

portions of the river.

4. Preconstruction planning for the 40-ft project began during

Fiscal Year 1963, and initial construction funds are in the budget for

this year. Construction is scheduled to be completed in Fiscal Year 1968.

The following initial construction quantities were estimated from 1960

surveys: 55,000,000 cu yd of dredging; 268,000 cu yd of gravel, boulders,

and ledge rock; and 19,600 lin ft of pile dikes.

5. Except for minor areas of sand and gravel located at Vancouver

turning basin, and Stella-Fisher, Eureka, and Slaughters Bars (shown in

Plate III-6, sheet 2), the material to be dredged consists of silt and

sand. Generally, that portion of the channel upstream from Miller Sands

will be dredged by pipeline dredges. Parts of some of the bars, such as

Slaughters, may be dredged by hopper dredges. All dredging from Miller

Sands downstream is planned for hopper dredges.

6. If all this spoil were to be deposited in the main business

district of Portland, between Burnside and Jefferson Streets and the

Willamette River and the stadium on 18th, an area of 210 blocks (see

fig. 1), only those buildings over eight stories in height would rise

above this enormous fill. (I might add that currently our annual mainte-

nance dredging of roughly 10 million yards would represent a layer some

18-1/2 ft thick over that same area.)

7. A study has been made d’ sand-grain sizes in Columbia River.

Fig. 2 shows the range in size. Note that the smallest material, median

diameter of 0.2 mm, was obtained in the navigation channel one-half mile

seaward from the zero mile in the channel. Material from the bar on

Clatsop Spit was only slightly larger. The average grain size increases

appreciably upstream, as indicated by the samples taken near the Astoria

upper boat basin and Beaver Army Terminal, 0.4 and 0.6 m, respectively.

Upstream from that point, average grain sizes remain between 0.4 and

0.6 mm to the upstream end of the project.

8. It is planned that the channel will be stabilized and mainte-

nance dredging reduced to a minimum by constructing pile dikes out from

the banks where needed and placing dredge spoil between the pile dikes.
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Fig. 1. Portland, Oregon, main business district ~th
210 blocks outlined by heavy lines

Fig. 2. Gradation curves of
materials at mouth of Columbia

River
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We plan to maintain a 2000-ft width of river between the ends of the pile

dikes. The channel will be not closer than 150 ft to the pile dikes.

9* One original school of thought was, “Dig that material out of

the channel and put it up on the bank so it can’t find its way back into

the channel.” This is what has been schematically represented in the

dredged channel cross section of fig. 3. The water velocity, however, has

I.NATURAL RIVER

.. ... . .. “.i

II. CHANNEL DREDGED

Spoil Cross Section Enlarged -Velocity Reduced Spoil
Overbank Overbonk

I

IIL CONTROL STRUCTURES ADDED

oil
Spoil

Cross section has same area as I.above -Velocities reduced
near shore and increasedin center channel to minimize amount
of maintenance dredging needed.

Fig. 3. Schematic drawing of a river bar
cross section

been reduced as a result of the increased cross section, and since the

tractive force has been decreased, shoaling would proceed at a faster rate.

10.In the next cross section in fig. 3, showing control structures

added, another concept has been introduced. Control structures have been

used to help maintain velocities within the channel area itself and to

reduce velocities near the banks. Spoil removed from the channel has then

been deposited in the nearshore areas, so that the total cross-sectional

area of the river is once again at approximately the size needed to keep

all incoming sediments moving on out of this reach of the river.

11. Photograph III-1 shows the above-water portion of a newly con-

structed pile dike, how it extends out from shore toward the main navi-

gation channel. (Photographs follow page 111-10.)

12. How effective these pile dikes can be in reducing the amount of

dredging required, and hence in reducing maintenance cost, can be seen in

some studies made of Henrici Bar on the Columbia River between Portland and

St. Helens, Oregon (see plate III-6, sheet 3). Plate III-1 shows soundings

taken on Henrici Bar in 1909, before the annual dredging was begun. The
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small numerals of the many soundings may be too small to read, so some of

the typical ones in the channel have been enlarged. Note that in places

the channel was as shallow as 15 ft. Note also that there were no control

structures, or pile dikes, in place at that time.

130 Attempts to maintain a 30-ft-deep by 300-ft-wide channel through

this bar resulted in average annual dredging of nearly 700,000 cu yd, and

during each of several years, dredging of more than one million yards was

required.

14 ● More recently, pile dikes were added to this reach. Plate III-2,

a hydrographic survey taken before the 1960 dredging season, shows the

effect of these dikes. Over 35 ft of water is available in all but the few

small cross-hatched areas. The old 1909 shoreline is indicated to show how

the shoreline has been extended. Upstream on the Washington shore the pile

dikes were not constructed to build out the shore, but to prevent its

further erosion and to maintain channel alignment.

15. Largely as a result of all these structures, dredging necessary

to maintain a 35- by 500-ft channel on this bar today averages only about

one-sixth of what was formerly required to maintain a 30- by 300-ft channel

without the structures--an annual reduction of roughly a half million

yards of dredging, and a saving of at least $100,000 a year on this one

bar alone. Dredging on this bar during Fiscal Year 1963 amounted to only

18,720 Cu yd.

16. On a bend such as the one at Dobelbower Bar upstream from

Longview (plate III-6, sheet 2), shown in plate III-3, the channel tends

to gradually move farther and farther to the outside of the bend. The

detour finally becomes so lengthy, and its slope so flat, that the increased

hydraulic gradient across the bend encourages a cutoff of this “oxbow”

during flood season, and the process begins anew. The permeable groins,

or pile dikes as we call them, extending into the river effectively prevent

if from wandering about. It is evident in this plate that project depths

have been attained on the outside of the bend near the pile dikes and that

the shoal areas are mainly on the inside of the bend.

17 ● It is expected that maintenance costs of the 40-ft channel will

be reduced by the use of 29 additional pile dikes and extensions to exist-

ing pile dikes, to reduce velocities sufficiently along the riverbanks so
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that dredge spoil can be retained. It is planned that a 2000-ft width of

river will be left between the river ends of the pile dikes to accormnodate

the river traffic.

18. The biggest problem confronting us is not how to stabilize the

channel to reduce shoaling and maintenance costs, but how and where to

construct the needed pile dikes and spoil-disposal areas. This problem of

locating control structures is acute because of the multiple uses of the

river. In addition to deep-draft navigation, there is a considerable

volume of barge traffic, log tows, log storage in the side channels and

wider reaches of the river, commercial fishing using floating gillnets,

sport fishing both from boats and the riverbanks, recreational boating,

and water-skiing.

19. Deep-draft navigation will, insofar as possible, stay within

the 600-ft-wide navigation channel. On the other hand, log tows and

barge traffic for the most part try to stay out of the swift water, which

usually places them along the shoreline and cutting across the shallow

areas on the inside of bends. Where adequate back channels exist, they

use those instead of staying on the main river.

20. Logs are sorted and log rafts assembled in many of the side

channels and dead-end sloughs before being towed to more permanent storage

in other similar areas along the river. Many log rafts line each side of

North Portland Harbor and Willamette River. These rafts are generally

approximately 60 ft wide and 400 ft long, with an occasional smaller one.

21 ● Commercial fishing is a well-organized industry on the Columbia

River, in which a group of fishermen fish the same area in what they call

a fish drift. They employ a diver and a barge equipped with a hoist to

clear the snags and debris on and embedded in the river bottom that might

tear and damage the gill-nets. Rights to these fish drifts are bought and

sold for many thousands of dollars per man. Many of these fish drifts are

in areas where we want to construct pile dikes and dispose of dredge spoil.

22. Sport fishermen object to changes in configuration of the bank-

line caused by deposition of dredge spoil. Also, sport fishermen operating

both frmn boats and the bank object to any dredging that will muddy the

river when fishing is good. Durihg the latter part of August and early

September, thousands of sport fishing boats invade the Columbia River
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entrance. More than 4000 boats have been counted on each of several days

during the fall Chinook run between Desdemona Shoal and the ocean. These

boats are so numerous that they become a hazard in operating the dredge

Biddle on the entrance bars. On occasion, Coast Guard boats have had to

precede a deep-draft ship and continually sound a siren to clear a path

wide enough for the ship to pass.

23. Both sport and commercial fishermen and the state and Federal

fish agencies object to dredging in Columbia River on most of the bars

except during the period frmn November through February. Also, they do not

want any blasting in Columbia River except from 15 October to 15 December.

24. In addition to all of the above-mentioneduses of the river,

there are sailboats, water-skiers, and thousands

25. To illustrate how congested the river

\:: /?:” H ,

of recreational boaters.

can become, fig. 4,

%-

\NGTON

Fig. 4. Fish drift congestion in Columbia

.&*
\

River off Coal Creek Slough
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showing the river off the entrance to Coal Creek Slough, has been prepared.

This also is shown, at mile 57, on sheet 2 of plate III-6. Up until this

year, only Cleveland pile dike was located here to reduce shoaling in the

river; it is denoted by the narrow line on fig. 4. Excessive dredging was

necessary going into the turn in the channel, so we proposed to build an

extension to Cleveland dike and also the pile dike approximately 2000 ft

downstream, denoted by the wider lines. More than 100 log rafts are

normally stored in Coal Creek Slough. These are towed upstream along the

Washington shore, using the slackwater alongshore downstream from Clevel-

and dike. Objections to this proposal were presented both by the towboat

operators and commercial fishermen. It was finally decided that the

benefits were great enough that it was in the best interests of the

majority of users of the river to construct the new pile dikes. Fig. 4

gives some idea of the fish drift locations in this area. All of these

drifts are not fished at the same time. Some are best in the spring,

others in the summer, and some during the fall.

26. The most recent development to assist in solving engineering

problems and to provide solutions to conflicts of interests in the river

is a hydraulic model of the Columbia River estuary (see plate III-4). This

model is located at the Waterways Experiment Station and is a replica of

the lower 52 miles of the river and of the ocean immediately off the

entrance. It has been built to a scale of 1 ft to 500 ft horizontally,

and 1 ft to 100 ft vertically.

27. This estuary model extends upstream to Oak Point, in the vicinity

of Clatskanie, Oregon; however, eventually other model studies will cover

reaches of the river farther upstream. We plan to construct sectional

models of the reaches of the river between Oak Point and Vancouver,

Washington, at the North Pacific Division Hydraulic Laboratory at

Bonneville.

28. Photograph

men and the bulldozer

size. Estimated cost

this model during the

III-2 shows the site of the model at Vicksburg. The

working on the site will give you some idea of the

of engineering, building, verifying> and operating

first 5

The knowledge gained from its

times its cost. Survey teams

years is approximately half a million dollars.

operation is expected to help save many

spent many weeks on the river in 1959
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collecting prototype data on current velocities, water temperature, direc-

tion of flow, and the salinity of the water in many differnet locations and

at different depths, from the surface to the bottom of the river. These

conditions are now accurately duplicated to scale in the model. Verifica-

tion of the fixed-bed model has been completed, and base tests are under way.

29. The general size of the building is shown in photograph III-3.

Construction of the concrete riverbed was just getting started when the

photo was taken. Here templates are in place in the navigation channel.

30. Photograph III-4 shows the river entrance with the north jetty

of the Columbia on the right and the south jetty on the left of the river

entrance. Photograph III-5, taken from almost the same position as photo-

graph III-4, shows a larger area of the model as it looks today, with the

rails for the movable observation platforms extending out over the water

surface.

31 ● At the entrance to the Columbia River are three jetties: the

south, north, and jetty A, as shown in plate III-5. Construction of these

jetties has restricted the mouth of the river sufficiently to stabilize

the entrance and to cause river currents to keep the navigation channel

scoured out almost to project depth. At the inner and outer entrance bars,

however, a continuing, persistent shoaling is still going on. One proposal

for reducing shoaling in this area is the construction of an additional

jetty, designated jetty B, to be located somewhere in the area between

jetty A and the north jetty. Such a jetty is estimated to cost in the

vicinity of 11 million dollars. Through the model we expect to learn what

benefits may be obtained from construction of this jetty, and at a trifling

cost compared to the cost of building the prototype in the river. Solution

of this one problem alone could justify the cost of the model several times

over.

32. Dredging on these two entramce bars is by hopper dredge during

the summer months. When the project was dug in I_956by the Essayons and

the Biddle, most of the sand (over 10 million cubic yards) was deposited

in an area south of the south jetty. Some went into a disposal area along-

side the north jetty, and the remainder was dumped in the deep north

channel between Sand Island and Fort Columbia. We believed that most of

.
the sand placed in some of these areas was getting back into the estuary,
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where it eventually returned to the navigation channel and was redredged.

33* Soj in May I-958,limited velocity and current direction measure-

ments were made near these areas. The data obtained indicated that the

density current near the disposal areas adjacent to the north and south

jetties was toward the channel, and their use was discontinued in 1959.

Area D upriver, on the other hand, was determined to be a relatively good

disposal area during flood tide, so it is still being used. Area B is

located about 4 miles west of the north jetty in 120 ft of water, and

except for the extra 30-minute round-trip time to the dumping ground, this

area has been satisfactory.

34. Preliminary studies in the model this spring indicated that

material from the area south of the south jetty could return to the estuary>

especially around Clatsop Spit. Studies in the model indicated that most

of the spoil released near the north jetty is eventually swept out to sea

and ends up on Peacock Spit northwest of the north jetty. Some material

also was carried upstream along the north bank to be deposited in the

broad expanse north of the navigation channel. So, pending more detailed

model studies of the disposal areas, area C along the north jetty was used

this summerO

35● In summary, it appears that the 40-ft channel can be constructed

and maintained without any serious difficulty by generally adhering to

the principles and methods used on the previous projects. Of course, a

slightly greater restriction of width will be necessary to keep the 26 bars

scoured by action of the riverflows.

+
1
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Photograph III-2. Site of Columbia River model

!
,

Photograph III-3. Columbia River model under construction
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CHAPTER IV

COLUMBIA RIVER STABILIZATION AND IMPROVEMENT FOR NAVIGATION

by

Robert E. Hickson*

1. In early historic times navigators and world explorers made many

expeditions to the North Pacific coast in search of the westerly end of the

legendary Northwest Passage. Some of these explorers noted discolored

water in the Pacific far offshore opposite the mouth of the Columbia, and

assumed that this was due to the discharge of a large river. They could

not find the entrance, however, until the American, Captain Robert Gray,

entered the river in 1792, three hundred years after the discovery of

America by Columbus.

2. Captain Gray ascended the river a short distance and then advised

the British explorer Captain George Vancouver of his discovery and entrance

of the river. Vancouver, who was outside at the time in the sloop of war

Discovery, soon sent an expedition into the river under Lt.

who ascended the river to a point above the present city of

Washington, and gave names to many land features recognized

end of this inland expedition of about

log that “dead ahead” was a remarkable

after an admiral of the British Navy.

navigation on the Colunibia.

3* Source of the Columbia River

120 miles, Broughton

W. R. Broughton,

Vancouver,

today. At the

observed in his

mountain which he named Mount Hood,

Thus were the beginnings of ship

is in Lake Colunibiain the southern

part of the province of British Columbia, Canada. Others of the larger

rivers which contribute to its flow are the Kootenai, also rising north of

the border, Clark’s Fork, Snake, John Day, Deschutesj and Willamette Rivers.

4. Total length of the Columbia proper from its source in Lake

Colunibiais about 1210 miles, of which 425 miles are in Canada. Snake River,

with its source in Yellowstone National Park, northwest Wyoming, is the

longest tributary with a length of 1036 miles. The Columbia and its tribu-

taries thus drain the westerly slopes of the Rocky Mountain range, the

(

,.

* Formerly with the U. S. A~ Engineer Division, North Pacific, Portland,
Oregon.
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“backbone” of the continent, for a distance north and south of about 820

miles, and from elevations reaching 8 to 10 thousand feet above sea level.

5* Total area of the drainage basin is about 259,000 square miles,

of which 39,500 is in Canada. See plates IV-1

6. Fall of the Columbia totals 2600 ft,

within the United States above Bonneville Dam.

140 miles, the fall at low stage is only about

and IV-2.

of which about half is

Below Bonneville to the sea,

8 ft. This is the tidal

reach. The natural fall of the river above Bonneville to the international

boundary averages about 2 ft per mile, ~ch of which under original condi-

tions was concentrated in falls and rapids,manyOf’whichhavesincebeen
eliminated by dam construction.

7. Within a short time (on completion of dams now authorized and

under construction) slack-water navigation will extend to Pasco, Washington,

328 miles from mouth of the Columbia, and Lewiston, Idaho, 140 miles up

Snake River from its confluence with the Columbia.

8. On the lower river, from Vancouver and Portlandto the sea (110

miles), with which this paper is principally concerned, open-river methods

of improvement only have been used. On this reach are the ports of Portland,

Vancouver, St. Helens, Kal.ama,Imgview, and Astoria, from which ocean com-

merce is handled in large volume.

9. Fall of the Columbia below Vancouver on the low-water profile is

only 5.35 f% in 100 miles, and slope during average flood stage is about

25 ft. The river is generally low during the fall and winter months, and

spring rwwff generally reaches its crest in the month of June. Plate IV-3

shows slopes and tidal effects in the lower 100 miles. A nodal point is

shown at about mile 67.

10 ● Average annual freshwater discharge at the mouth is approximately

249,000 cfs, with a maximum recorded in June 1894 of 1,240,000 cfs. me

natural low-water flow was about 45,000 cfs, but low flow is now consider-

ably more due to regulation and control for the generation of power. The

average annual discharge from the basin amounts to about 180,000,000 acre-ft,

not including tidewater.

u. Tides affect river stages and flow 140 miles upstream to Bonne-

ville Dam, the average range at

ing from atiut -2.5 tO +10.5 ft

the mouth being 7.5 ft, with extremes rang-

referred to the plane of mean lower low
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water. There may accordingly be a m=fim fluctuation of water-surface

elevation at mouth of the river of 13 ft, from higher high water to extreme

lower low in a period of about 6 hr. Such a rapid drop, of course, results

in very high velocities during ebb tides in the lower reaches of the river.

The tides

lower low

the mouth

Highest

Highest

Highest

Highest

12.

are of the mixed type with considerable diurnal inequality. The

follows the higher high. On current measurements just inside

of the river in 1932, it was found that:

average ebb velocity (at 600,000-cfs head flow)

peak discharge (at 600,000-cfs head flow)

average flood tide velocity (at low head stage)

peak inflow on flood tide (at low head stage)

was 7.2 fps

was 3,065,000 cfs

was 4.96 fpS

was 2,048,000 cfs

As is usual for tidal rivers, at and near the mouth of the

Columbia a density current flows in under the fresh water at turn of the

tide from ebb to flood, and is quite pronounced for a period of about 1.5

to 2 hr, after which time the outflow on the surface is entirely stopped,

and the inflow is largely salt water from surface to bottom. As the flood

tide is more fully established, the maximum inward velocity is at about one-

third depth rather than near the bottom, and the saltwater wedge phenomenon

as such shifts upstream. On the succeeding ebb tide, the salt water is

almost entirely washed out to sea again and the currents are seaward through-

out the full depth.

13. Observations for salinity made in 1936 and again in 1959 by the

Corps of Engineers show that saltwater intrusion on the bottom extends to

about l-lmiles above Astoria, 20 miles from mouth of the river.

14 ● Table 1 shows the relative bottom velocities for ebb and flood

tides at a point 3 miles inside ends of the jetties, as determined in 1936.

Table 1

Bottom Velocities (At 9/10 Depth)

5% of Time 40% of Time
River Stage Ebb, fps Flood, fps Ebb, fPS Flood> fps

(1) L~-lLl.----@..-

Low 2.8 2.86 0.9 1.1

Intermediate 2.7 2.72 0.82 0.7

High 3.6 2.52 1.42 0.20
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15. Variations in salinity at surface, middepth, and bottom, with

different phases of the tide, at Fort Stevens 7 miles inside the mouth are

shown in plate IV-4.

River Currents Farther Upstream

16.

during the

Observations made at Vancouver Interstate Bridge (mile 106)

spring flood in 1927 showed velocities ranging up to 7 fps. At

low stages, velocities at that point are on the order of 3 fps. During low

river stages reversals of flow with the flood tide extend upriver about 90

miles from the mouth. The current is always downstream above that point,

except that in Willamette River at low stages there may be a feeble upstrea.tn

current in Portland Harbor on flood tides. No saltwater density currents

are evident above the estuary.

Bed and Suspended Materials

17. The bed of the lower Columbia is mostly clean sand and silt, and

the banks, except for rock in some reaches, are fairly firm clay, relatively

stable, but subject to slow erosion in some bends.

18. The Columbia is not considered to be a heavy silt-bearing stream,

and during much of the year it is relatively clear. A sediment survey was

made below mouth of the Willamette during flood stages of 13 and 20 ft in

1922, to determine approximately the amount of material carried in suspen-

sion. Samples were taken with a specially designed trap at several points

in the verticals and several verticals in the sections. These showed an

average of approximately 130 ppm of flowing water. This was before any dam

and reservoirs were constmcted on the upper river.

19. On the basis of these observations and the flow records of the

river for a period of 78 years, it was estimated that under original con-

ditions there was an annual transport or discharge of approximately 15.5

million cubic yards of suspended material. Since construction of several

large dams and reservoirs on the upper river it

considerable part of this material is now being

Surveys in the upper end of the Bonneville pool

is probable that a very

trapped in the reservoirs.

for several years did not
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show conclusively,

in that reservoir.

however, that significant quantities were being deposited

Bonneville pool is narrow, however, with the design pool

level not to exceed the elevation of the maximum flood of record. Flood-stage

velocities are accordingly now only slightly different than under the old

natural conditions. Other larger and deeper reservoir pools, particularly

at Coulee Dam, are probably trapping much more of the suspended material.

20. If it is assumed (not based on any surveys) that the reservoirs

may be trapping one-half of the suspended material, with an original trans-

port of 15.5 million cubic yards there would under present conditions be,

say, 8,000,000 cu yd which pass downriver and out to sea annually as sus-

pended material.

21. The direct measurement of the natural

difficult. Rough computations from hydrographic

where control works have been used, extrapolated

bed-load movement is more

surveys of some of the bars

to cover all bars where

such works are used, indicate however that in a period of about 40 years

under control there has been a total movement”of bed material from areas

outside the dredge cuts amounting to.about 140,000,000 cu yd, or an annual

movement of about 3.5 million cubic yards as a result of the use of con-

traction works alone.

22. The total.movement of solids, both suspended and bed load, may

accordingly be placed up to now (1963) at about 11.5 million cubic yards,

possible 15 mi~ion per annum.

23. These figures for river transport under present conditions are

necessarily only rough estimates, but are considered to be of the right

order. But fiture control works will tend to change any earlier estimates.

Reservoirs will decrease the wlume for many years while the effect of

additional channel control works will be to increase the bed movement in

the lower reaches until stable sections and a regimen of equilibrium are

reached. Considering the various influences and changes in control being

effected, the gross movement in the future should be less.

24. However, the figure for river transport of solids is primarily

of academic interest only in this case, as the specific volume of solids

being transported by the Columbia is not a controlling factor insofar as

it might affect design of a channel of desired dimensions. Where the chan-

nel is fully under control as to section and velocity necessary to a
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suitable stable section, all materials being transported will have to pass

on to an area or section where a stable regimen in equilibrium has not yet

been established, or has been thrown out of balance by channel enlargement.

Eventually the material passes out to sea under the influence of the river

and tidal currents.

Improvements for Ocean Navigation and
Stabilization of the Channel

25. Originally the Columbia below Portland and Vancouver had natural

depths at several places of 12 to 15 ft at low water. Between these shal-

lows, at natural control points, depths ranged up to a maximum of about

140 ft. The bar at St. Helens was one of the shoalest on the river, and

in early days many ships made St. Helens their river terminus and freight

was lightered on barges to and from Portland.

26. Some dredging was done by the United States between 1866 and 1876,

and the first Federal project for the river, providing for a depth of 20 ft

in a 150-ft channel, was authorized in 1877. The first dike was constructed

at St. Helens bar in 1878. This was a longitudinal dike extending at an

angle downstream from the right bank for a length of 6600 ft. Construction

was of willow mats and facines held down by rock, and a pile core, to an

elevation of about 10 ft above low water.

27. With the increasing demands of ocean commerce, and increasing

size and draft of vessels, a 25-fi project was authorized by Congress in

1892, and the Port of Portland organization was set up by the State Legis-

lature in 1891, and under its charter was authorized to work on channel

improvement from Portland to the sea. Under this authority the Port ac-

quired two pipeline dredges, the Portland and Colunibia,20- and 30-in. ma-

chines, respectively, and also towboats and ocean tugs to assist sailing

vessels at mouth of the river and in making the trip up and down the river.

Later the Port constructed three additional pipeline dredges, the Willamette,

‘I@latinz and Clackamas, all 30-in. machines, and operated them on the

river channel as well as in the Portland Harbor. All Port dredges except

the Clackamas have since been disposed of. The Port also paid for a few

pile dikes in the river to assist in the maintenance of channel depths. The

dikes constructed on the 25-ft project were at widely separated locations,
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however, and not as part of a comprehensive plan. They were not signally

successful.

28. During most of the time under the 25-ft project, the United

States had and operated only the small, wooden hull, hopper dredge

W. S. Ladd of about 500-cu-yd capacity. She was operated almost entirely

in the estuary. Archie Pease was the skipper and Sam F. Gill, chief engi-

neer. The United States hopper dredge Clatsop, built at Newport News in

1908, after a voyage around the Horn, was put to work in the estuary in

1909 to supersede the Ladd.

29. The Clatsop, of 1000-cu-yd capacity, under command of Captain

Charles Sanders and chief engineer Hartley Morgan, was a most efficient

dredge and handled material some years at a cost of 3.6 cents per cubic

yard, bin measurement. This dredge was operated on the 25-, 30-, and 35-

ft projects until being transferred to the Atlantic coast for use on the

Delaware and Chesapeake Canal. Other Government hopper dredges have since

been operated on the river, principally in the estuary. The largest of

these is the Biddle, of 3000-cu-yd capacity, but this dredge is used pri-

marily at mouth of the river.
,

1

e

The 30- by 300-ft Project

30. On July 25, 1912, the Congress authorized a project modification

to provide for a channel 30 ft deep and 300 ft wide, to be secured and main-

tained by dredging and the construction of pile dike control works at an

estimated cost of $3,770,000, including $520,000 for construction of two 24-

in. pipeline dredges (House Document 1278, 61st Congress, 3d Session). In

the project authorization, however, it was stipulated that “permanent works

should be used only to a limited extent and after careful study and obser-

vations of each locality, and generally after dredging had been found in-

effective.”

31. After 3 or 4 years of maintenance by dredging, it was found that

little progress was being made toward a stable, reliable channel. Each

annual freshet shoaled the dredged cuts to nearly the satnedepth as before,

and difficulty was experienced in restoring depths on the many shoal areas

before the river reached a low stage. Deep-draft shipping was hampered.
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32. Construction of the planned control works for stabilizationwas

then started, the first being at Martin Island Bar in 1916. Additional

works were added as funds became available, until by 1928 some 100 control

dikes had been constructed at 16 bars above the estuary. The two authorized

24-in. pipeline dredges Mu.ltnomahand Wahkiakum were commissioned in 1914.

The ?5-ft Pro,ject

33 ●
In July 1930 Congress authorized further modification of the

project, to provide for a channel 35 ft deep and 500 ft wide, at an esti-

mated additional cost of $1,366,300 not including Willamette River (Port-

land Harbor work). Under this project the construction of control works

was continued, extending the plan successfully operating under the 30-ft

project. Many of the existing dikes were extended and additional structures

built to provide for maintenance of the increased channel dimensions. The

total number of contraction dikes built under the 30- and 35-ft projects is

now (1963) 137. This 35-ft project has been in a maintenance status since

1935 and is well serving the increased ocean traffic. The following table

shows the growth of deep-draft ocearibornetraffic since 1920.

Table 2

Trends in Ocean Vessel Traffic on Columbia River*

Vessel Number
Traffic Drafts of Vessel

Year Short Tons ft Trips

1920 2,900,000 30-35 6*
28-29 11
19-27 --

1930 6,700,000 30-35 4*

28-29 87
19-27 2261

Vessel Number
Traffic Drafts of Vessel

Year Short Tons ft Trips

1940 6,600,000 30-35 7*
28-29 89
19-27 2404

1950 9,062,000 30-35 398
28-29 422
19-27 2688

1961 12,477,500 30-35 610
28-29 272
19-27 2223

* From reports of U. S. Corps of Engineers. The
of the deeper draft vessels since 1940 reflects
improvement and stabilization.

~ The deeper draft vessels in these years had to
tides and river stages.

great increase in number
the effect of channel

depend to some extent on
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34. River

draft navigation

tions, tidal and

channels which are susceptible of improvement for deep-

may in general be divided into two principal classifica-

nontidal. Tidal waterways can generally be improved for

navigation by open-river methods, while nontidal streams may require the

use of locks as well as open-river work. The lower Columbia here under

consideration falls in the tidal class.

35 ●
The natural flow of a waterway, whether tidal or not, if in a

bed composed of erodible materials, will in the long periods of time avail-

able to nature create a section compatible with the flow, taking all the

variable parameters into account. It reaches a state of equilibrium, and

unless disturbed by the works of man, will maintain about the same cross-

sectional areas and shapes indefinitely. There may be temporary shoaling

and cutting, and a shifting due to erosion of the banks, but for practical

consideration the channel conditions may be considered stable. Approxi-

mately the same depths will be found at the same places and seasons year

afier year.

36. In its natural regimen of equilibrium the river will pass the

silt and bed-load materials continually moving downstream without causing

any permanent change in the depths available.

37. The natural depths obtaining at many locations in the river,

however, may not, and in general are not, sufficient for the accommodation

of deep-draft ocean commerce. How to create and maintain the greater

depths necessary through the naturally shallow areas, in a stable channel,

is the problem of the engineer.

38. There are many influences at work in a tidal waterway, among

which may be mentioned: headwater flow at various stages; tidal flow both

ebb and flood; tidal ranges; sectional areas; slope; velocities, both mean

and bottom; density currents; bed material grain sizes and specific gravity;

etc=> etco; _ of these and their combinations vary through wide ranges

from season to season and year to year. Their combined effects will also

vary from year to year, and it takes a long time, probably many years, for

a stable section to be finally established.

39 ●
Velocity is the most im~rtant factor entering into any
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mathematical solution for determining channel dimensions> but all the others

in their variable values are also having their effects. Under the basic

hydraulic relation Q = AV , the mean velocity for any set of values of Q

and A is, of course, readily obtainable, but Q may vary in ratios up to

1 to 20 or more. The minimm flow is probably not sufficient, and the

maximum greater than is needed to produce the critical velocity and tractive

force necessary for stability. Neither may it be assumed that the average

annual rate of flow is the correct basis on which to determine the velocity

required, and similar complications arise with others of the parameters.

40. The foregoing serves to point up some of the difficulties in

attempting to set up a theoretical or mathematical solution of the problem

of establishing a self-maintaining channel of specified dimensions.

Solutions of Channel Stabilization Problems

41. There are two general operating solutions to the problems of

securing and stabilizing channel depths in areas where there is a natural

tendency to shoal:

a. By periodic dredging.

b. By control works combined with dredging.

42. Dredging is the more simple and direct procedure. After a hydro-

graphic survey is made, it is necessary only to lay down the channel align-

ment and go to work either with Government dredges or by contract.

43. But the effects of dredging are in general only temporary.

Dredging does not attack the cause of shoaling and has to be repeated

after year.

44. In the upriver channel, however, where materials are coarse, re-

peated deposits of dredge spoil near or along the shore may result in a

tempora~ reduction of the channel section and effect a limited improvement

in channel section and depth. If material dredged is placed on shore,

however, or otherwise removed from the cross section, the dredging will

simply be creating a catch basin in which new material from upstream is

more readily deposited as the velocities have been decreased due to enlarge-

ment of the cross

45. On the

section.

lower Columbia channel above the estuary, the second

year

Iv-1o
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method of channel improvement and stabilization, that is, by the use of con-

traction works supplemented by dredging, has been found to be most satis-

factory. Under this plan, the cross-sectional area is reduced to that

necessary to produce bottom ebb velocities and tractive forces high enough

to prevent deposits in the improved channel. It is based on the ~d~ent~

hydraulic relation that Q = AV .

46. An elaborate theoretical analysis to determine the works neces-

sary to produce and maintain a channel of predetermined depth and width may

be attempted by considering mathematically the combined ultimate effects of

all the 10 or 15 parameters and combinations of forces wh~ch are at work.

Many of these forces, as before stated, vary through wide ranges. Some are

interdependent on others, but most of them are in some measure affecting

the channel section at all times. Their combined effect varies from year

to year, and a long time, probably many years, is required for a stable

section to be finally established. Under these conditions and considera-

tions it will be evident to engineers and others familiar with river im-

provement problems that f%.11and reliable answers to channel stabilization

at given dimensions cannot be found simply by computation. Hydraulic model
*

studies are of assistance to indicate qualitative effects of works proposed.

A Practical Solution

47. As a simple and practical solution of the problemof channel de-

sign for stabilization at any section, it is necessary only to accept the

sections produced in the vicinity by natural flow of the river over a long
,

period as being hydraulically correct for the depths found.therein. Nature

in the course of time has integrated the effects of all the contending and

$ beneficial forces,at work, and produced the sections found in the prototyye.I

The engineer can therefore with confidence build or control to the sections

1 so indicated.

48. To put this solution to,

used in plannir@ the proper l~ut

channel projects of the Colunibia:

use, the following simple procedure was

of control works for the 30- and 35-ft

Hydrographic charts of the river made
a

: before any extensive improvements or changes had been madeI

as many sections as possible where the river, flowing in aJ

were used to find

single channel,
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had created natural sections meeting the project requirements as to depth

and width of channel. The widths between banks at these sections were

scaled from the charts, and the widths plotted against the distance down-

stream from an initial section in vicinity of mouth of the Wilhnette River.

A smooth curve was then passed through the general lay of the plottings.

This curve indicates approximately the width of river at anY point or sec-

tion necessary to produce and maintain the desired channel dimensions.

49. The curve for a stabilized Columbia River channel 35 by 500 ft

is indicated in fig. l,which shows the increasing width between banks

4s00 /

/
NOTE: CURVE ISNOT APPLICABLE /

~MOIJTHWILLAMETTE RIVER BELOWMILE80

4000

3s00

SCALES AS SHOWN

300CJ

2500

2000

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

DISTANCE DOWNSTREAM, D, MILES

Fig. 1. Columbia River width for 35-ft channel (above estuary)

necessary to accommodate the greater tidal flow downstream. As an example,

the proper width for a stable channel at mouth of Willamette is found to be

about 2300 ft, while at a point 50 miles downstream the design width be-

tween banks is nearly 3000 ft.

50. Where the river is divided by islands, the determined width for

the vicinity is apportioned between the two channels.

51 ● The method discussed above of determining the proper amount of

contraction for stabilizing a river channel of prescribed dimensions is

sirnple. It may be called the practical approach to the problem, since none

of the parameters affecting the channel section are specifically or
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individually considered. All have automatically been applied, however,

and all their effects integrated by the natural flow of the river over a

long period of time in producing and maintaining the section desired. The

protot~e is actually a ml-scale model which has been oPerating ‘Ver ‘he

centuries, automatically and accurately integrating the various effects of

all the forces which have been at work in this particular stream.

52. The exact value of the mean or critical velocity necessary to

move the material is not known or computed, and the engineer is not specif-

ically concerned with this. It is only necessary that the section (width)

be such as to produce the critical velocities, whatever they may be, nec-

essary to prevent deposits and maintain a stable channel of the depth re-

quired. These proper widths have been found at

prototype and are taken directly from the curve

Control Works

natural sections in the

without flmther com~tation.

53 ●
Control works on the lower Columbia for improvement and stabili-

zation of the ship channel have in general been laid out under the plan for

constriction as above described. New dikes under the 30-ft and 35-ft

projects were built between 1916 and 1935, but most were in place by 1930.

These dikes are in general of the permeable type, consisting of piling with

rock protection on the bottom and at each end. The piles are generally

driven in a staggered arrangement, 3.5 ft center to center in each row. The

rows are fastened together by bolts through a separating timber and a waler

near low-water level. Elevation of the pile cutoff varies from 10 ft in

the-upper reaches to a minimum of 6 ft in the lower river. Ten feet is

about one-half the flood stage in the upper reaches. Channel control dikes

are spaced about 2000 to 3000 ft apart.

54. In some bends where bank protection is required, shorter groins

or dikes are used for stabilization. In such cases the dikes are cut off

at about 1 ft below bank level, the piles are spaced farther apart to avoid

eddy action, and the dikes are spaced about 800 ft apart, varied to suit

the curvature, etc.

55 ●
Except for protection

have not in general been used on

at the ends of dikes, stone bank revetments

the later Columbia projects.
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56. The permeable type of dikes, cut off at about one-half river

flood stage, has been found desirable to avoid undue distwbances due to

eddies and the setting in motion of large volwes of bed material at one

time which might cause trouble temporarily downstream. It is better to

have the ultimate effects develop gradually. Most of the contraction dikes

on the Columbia have been in place for 30 to over 40 years, and beneficial

effects are still in progress. Manyof the dikes are now largely buried

in sand deposits except for their channel ends. Examination of U. S. Coast

& Geodetic Survey charts No. 6151-6154, which are too large to include in

this paper, will show the excellent condition of the channel at this time.

57. The total first cost of dikes for channel control and stabiliza-

tion on the lower Colurribiahas been nearly $2,000,000 to 1963.

Effect of Control Works

1

I

,

58. Effects of the contraction and control works have been very

marked. In many cases the riverbed on formerly shoal areas has been

lowered approximately 20 ft. Plates IV-5, -6, -7, and -8 show the effects

at some tyyical bars. Records of channel dredging at these characteristic

bars are as follows:

Henrici Bar, mile 90

Average, 1912 to 1918,
under 30- by 300-ft project

Average, 4 years,
1957 to 1960 under 35- by 500-ft project

Reduction per annum in dredging
even under the larger project

Dobelbower Bar, mile 72

Average 1946 to 1955, on 35- by 500-ft project

Average 1956 to 1960, on 35- by 500-ft project

Reduction per annum

Puget Island Bar, mile 38

Average 1920 to 1925 on 30- by 300-ft project

Average 1951 to 1960 on 35- by 500-ft project

Reduction per annum even on larger project

Dredging
CU yd

per Annum

692,340

-

530,245

919,472

555,o~

364,472

138,932

26,832

112,100
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Figures for only 3 bars are

Washington, and head of the

All the others show similar

shown out of a total of 16 between Vancouver,

estuary on which control works have been used.

results.

Total Savings in Dredging

59 ●
The above records show over 1,000,000 cu yd annually less dredg-

ing on these three bars in recent years. If it be assumed that similar

reductions have been effected at the other 13 bars under control, the
1{.. 4. . . total annual savings in volume of dredging is over 5,300,000 cu yd, which

at 20 cents per cu yd amounts to a saving of about $1,060,000 per annum in

dredging costs. The total cost of control dikes has been nearly $2,000,000,

and about $50,000 is spend annually on dike maintenance.

60. Total net annual savings in dredging costs as a result of dike

construction are therefore approximately as follows:

Reduced dredging, 5,300,000 cuyd/annum at 20 cents $1,060,000

Cost of dike construction, $2,000,000 +—
. Placing interest and amortization at 4% = $80,000

Estimated annual dike maintenance = 50.000
?

Annual carrying

Net annual saving

{ 61. With all.the

,–,–––

charge for dikes 130,000

in dredging cost $ 930,000

Effects in the Estuary

channel improvement and scour which has taken place

in the 80 miles above the estuary to Vancouver, Washington, no ill effects

are found in the estuary. Records of dredging from the river estuary chan-

1 nel from head of Sand Island to Skamokawa, mile 33, show in table 3 that
I

I there was actually a little less material dredged from these estuary bars,
I

in the six years 1957 to 1962 than in the preceding six years, notwithstand-

ing that in the six years 1957 to
I

dredging to depths of 40and42 ft
f

35-ft project.

1962 over-depth advance

was done on the estuary

maintenance

bars under the

1
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Table 3

Annual Dredging on Estuary Bars

.. (
1

I

,

Fiscal Years 1951 to 1962

Year Cu yd

1951 2,598,032

1952 1,912,256

1953 2,772,62~

1954 1,606,849

1955 2,654,848

1956 1,965,321

13,509,927

Year Cu yd

1957* 3,575,L26

1958M 1,941,045

1959* 1,326,589

1960+’=’+ 1,861,509

1961+Hf u798,747

lg62t 2,632,882

13,135,898

* Includes initial over-depth dredging to
42 ft on most bars.

* Includes over-depth dredging to 42 ft
on most bars.

t Includes initial over-depth dredging to
42 ft on Miller Sands Bar.

Transportation Cost on Improved Channel

62. Total original cost

$5,385,000, including dredging

of’the 30- and 35-ft projects has been

and control-dike construction. Annual

maintenance is about $2,285,764, including dredging and dike repair.

Annual.oceanborne commerce is now 12,477,500 tons (1961).

63. Summarizing, to arrive at a cost per ton-mile, the foregoing

figures show approximately the following for the 30- and 35-ft projects:

Newwor~ initial cost $5,385,ooo

Interest and amortization on new work at

Annual maintenance

Total carrying charges

Annual oceanborne commerce (1961)

Cost per ton moved 100 miles ~

Cost per ton-mile (2.0 mills)

4% $ 215,400

2,285,700

$2,501,100

12,477,500 tons

$0.20

0 ● 002
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64. As indicated, the ship channel of the lower Columbia has been

most successfully improved and stabilized for a usable depth of 35 ft at

low water, and a width of at least 500 ft.

65. This has been accomplished by adherence to the fundamental prin-

ciples of hydraulics, and by observation and measurement of sections pro-

duced by the natural flow in the prototype where the channel dimensions de-

sired have naturally been produced and maintained over the centuries.

66. If a shoal persists in a certain reach or area, it is a positive

indication that the overall velocities in that section are not high enough

to prevent or remove deposits. And since the flow of

with the fundamental hydraulic relation V =Q/A,to

necessary only to reduce A , the area. Practically,

plished onlyby reducing the width.

the river conforms

increase V it is

this can be accom-

67. Nature is the great integrator of the effects of all the forces

at work, and shows definitely in the prototyye the river width required at

any location, as discussed above. In this simple positive approach to the

problem of improvement and stabilization of a river such as the Columbia,

the answer is definitely indicated in the stream itself, a full-scale model

which has been operating over past ages.

68. A modification of the 35-ft project has recently been authorized

to provide a channel 40 by 600 ft. This, it appears, can be accomplished

without any serious difficulty, by general adherence to the principles and

methods used on the previous projects.
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BANK

CHAPTER V

STABILIZATION, WILLAMETTE AND COLUMBIA RIVERS

by

Chalmers H. Thornbefi

Synopsis

Bank protection and channel improvement projects in
the Willamette River Basin, Oregon, and along both banks
of the Lower Columbia River, downstream from Washougal,
Washington, are being constructed as an aid to naviga-
tion and to protect highly developed agricultural lands
and urban areas in conjunction with upstream flood-control
and multipurpose projects. Historically, the earliest
revetment of record in the Willamette River Basin designed
primarily for bank protection purposes was constructed by
the Corps of Engineers in 1888. During the ensuing 75-
year period, nearly 75 miles of revetment have been placed
at 170 locations in the Willamette River Basin at a cost
of about $9,500,000. A similar program is currently
under way on the Lower Columbia River to supplement pro-
tection placed by local interests in the 1920’s and revet-
ments placed by the Works Progress Administration and the
Corps of Engineers prior to World War II. The various
revetment designs evolved and materials utilized, together
with construction procedures, are presented in this paper.

1. The Willamette River Basin encompasses an area of

square miles and is part of the Columbia River system. The

about 11,200

Willamette River

Basin is bounded on the east by the Cascade Range, which rises to eleva-

tions of over 10,000 ft; on the west the Coast Range rises to elevations of

3000 ft and separates the basin from the coastal slopes and plain. The

southern tributaries emanate from the Calapooya Mountains, which rise to

an elevation of about 5000 ft and separate the Willamette and Umpqua River

Basins. The basin is roughly rectangular in shape, with a maximum north-to-

south dimension of about 150 miles and an average width of 75 miles.

* U. S. Army Engineer District, Portland, Oregon.
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Portland marks the confluence of the Columbia and Wilkmette Rivers and is

the head of deep-draft navigation, a distance of 100 miles inland. The

valley, an area of approximately 3500 square miles, enjoys a high rate of

agricultural productivity, which is one of the major factors contributing

to the wealth of the basin.

2. Major tributaries of the Willamette River rise in the Cascade

Range to the east. The upper reaches of the Willamette and its tributaries

flow through narrow rock-walled canyons with high velocity. Upon reaching

the flat valley floor the velocities decrease, much of the bed load is

dropped, and the streams have a decided tendency to spread laterally. The

Willamette, particularly in the upper reaches of the floodplain and the

lower reaches of main tributaries, is characterized by meandering and

braided channels. The Willamette, formed by the Coast and Middle Forks

tributaries, has a total length of about 200 miles and as a result of

erosion and avulsion, the river has wandered over an area 2 to 3 miles

wide, resulting in the formation of overflow channels, oxbow lakes, and

dead-end sloughs.

3. Climate in the basin is characterized by dry, moderately warm sum-

mers and wet, mild winters. Normal average precipitation over the basin is

61 in. with 60 percent occurring during the months of November through Feb-

ruary. Riverflows vary from major flood discharges of 500,000 cfs during

winter storms to less than 5000 cfs during the summer dry period. Major

floods generally occur during December, January, or February, but damaging

floods may occur as early as the first part of November or as late as the

last part of April. Floods are flashy in nature, but occasionally a series

of intense rainstorms may result in a relatively broad-crested flood. Al-

though the major floods are more damaging, the minor or secondary floods

which occur one or more times each year are probably of equal or greater im-

portance insofar as bank erosion and damage to bank protective works are

concerned. Stream gradient in the upper valley averages 5 ft per mile, and

in the lower reaches about 2 ft per mile. The low-water profile of the

Willamette is typical of a stream with a movable bed, and consists of a

series of relatively long, deep pools and short, steep bar crossings.

4. The principal parent rocks from which valley soils are derived

are fine-grained lavas, chiefly basalts and andesites, pyraclastics,
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marine shales, and sandstones. Streambanks and streambeds are coarse

gravels with a mantle of friable, alluvial topsoil overburden that varies

in thickness from a few inches to as much as 20 ft.

5* The Columbia River and its tributaries drain an area of 259,000

square miles on the Pacific slope of the North American continent, mostly

between the Rocky Mountains and the Cascade Range. Downstream from

Washougal, Washington, at river mile 123, to the mouth of the river the

floodplain is relatively wide. Of the total of 170,000 acres within the

floodplain, about 99,000 acres have been protected by levees. Upstream

from Cathlamet, Washington, at river mile 40, spring freshets from the

headwaters of the Columbia River produce the maximum river stages. Down-

stream from Cathlamet the highest tide of record, combined with the back-

water of a winter flood such as that of December 1933 from tributaries

originating in the Coast and Cascade Ranges, produces the highest water

surface. The reach below Vancouver, Washington, experiences considerable

traffic ranging from pleasure craft to oceangoing ships. Tidal action,

freshets, and waves from wind and boat traffic cause extensive erosion

along levees and undeveloped areas in this reach.

6. The geologic history of the Columbia River includes the occur-

rence of a tremendous glacial flood which scoured out the older gravels of

its valley fill to depths of 60 to 100 ft, leaving behind a strong relief

of bars and channels. Return to normal conditions has allowed the river to

refill the scoured areas with well-stratified sand, silt,

surface of these finer sediments forms the present valley

riverbanks which are easily eroded.

7. The Federal Government participates in bank and

and clay. The

floor and the

channel stabiliza-

tion projects on the Willamette, its major tributary streams, and the

Lower Columbia River in the interests of navigation and flood control

which have been authorized under a number of Congressional acts. Included

in the 1936 Flood Control Act, which was the pioneer authorizing act for

Federal flood-control work in the Willamette River Basin, was the original

project for bank protection on the Willamette River and its major tribu-

taries. The 1950 Flood Control Act extended the bank protection project

in the Willamette River Basin, and authorized construction of bank
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protection work along both banks of the Lower Columbia River below

Washougal, Washington.

8. Prior to construction of bank protection works in the Willamette

River Basin by the Corps of Engineers under the 1936 and 1950 Flood Control

Acts, revetments were constructed by private and state agencies and in at

least one instance by the Corps of Engineers primarily to retard erosion.

Brief descriptions of work performed at four locations in the Willamette

River Basin are presented in the following paragraphs in recognition of

problems encountered at that time and the various materials used to stabi-

lize the banks.

9. The earliest revetment of record in the Willamette River Basin

designed primarily for bank protection purposes was constructed by the

Corps of Engineers in 1888 along the right bank of the East Channel of

the Willanette River, about one mile above Corvallis, Oregon. At that

point the river threatened to cut a new channel which would isolate the

city from river traffic, the major means of transportation and communica-

tion with downriver settlements. The project consisted of a pile drift

barrier, stone revetment, pile toe dikes, and spur dikes. A stone revetment

18 in. thick and 18 ft wide was placed along the lower portion of a graded

l-on-2 slope for a distance of about 1680 ft. The revetment was protected

from undermining by a single line of piles driven along the toe of the

slope on 6-ft centers. The piles were cut off 3 ft above the water and

fastened together with 3- by 12-in. waling strips. Brush fascines placed

between the wales and the bank were weighted down with riprap stone. The

slope above the rock was sown with poppies, oats, white clover, alfalfa,

and sod-forming grasses. A pile drift barrier was constructed about 125 ft

landward of the bank to prevent formation of a new channel during periods

of overbank flow. Willows and cottonwood were planted between the top of

bank and the drift barrier. The upper and lower ends of the revetment

were protected by short spur dikes composed of rock and piling. Unit costs

were as follows: bank sloping, 10 cents per cubic yard; stone, $1.75 per

cubic yard, in place; brush, $1.40 per cord, delivered; piles, 8 cents per

foot, and timber at $12.00 per thousand board feet. In 1895 the revetment

was extended downstream with piling and wales along the bank filled with

brush and stone to the low-water line. Records indicate that repairs
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were required in 1900, 1901, and 1903.

10. A stone revetment was constructed by the Corps of Engineers on

the left bank of the Willamette River at Independence Bend in 1903. This

location is situated on a long, sweeping curve about 1-1/4 miles below the

city of Independence, Oregon. The revetment was 1100 ft long and consisted

of hand-placed riprap on l-on-l-l/4 slope. The toe was protected by a

single line of piling driven on 18-in. centers. A brush mattress weighted

with stone was placed on the landside for a distance of about 500 ft across

a high-water channel. Cost of the work was about $8.90 per linear foot.

During the next 7 years much of the revetment toe and many of the piling

were destroyed. Extensive repairs were necessary to restore the revetment.

High water in 1921 and 1922 virtually destroyed the protective works. The

revetment was restored in 1923 and the toe was again protected by piling

and brush weighted with rock. In addition 10 spur pile dikes were con-

structed at intervals along the revetted reach. (See photograph V-la.)

11. Erosion downstream from the original stone revetment necessitated

construction of an additional 4340 ft of revetment. This work was under-

taken in 1935, and consisted of placing about 220,000 cu yd of gravel on

a l-on-4 slope with a 15-ft-wide berm at an elevation 24 ft above low

water. High water during the winter of 1935-1936 washed gravel over the

bank and onto adjacent cultivated lands. The lower portion of the slope

was severely damaged. (See photograph V-2.)

12 ● During 1936 and 1937 various types of penetration asphalt were

placed on a total of 17,000 sq yd of gravel surface at Independence Bend.

The gravel washed over the bank by high water in 1935-1936 was placed back

in the fill and dressed to an average slope of 1 on 5-1/2, and the toe was

protected by a rock blanket. The presence of fines limited the asphalt

penetration to an average of 2 in. This penetration was insufficient to

prevent raveling once a hole occurred in the slope. A section of the revet-

ment in which wire fabric had been embedded was severely damaged by drift

becoming entangled in the fabric and tearing up large sections of the

asphalt surface. The damaged reaches were repaired in 1938 with stone

revetment.

13. In 1945 and 1946 a braced timber pile drift barrier about 1200

ft long, including a stone and grouted gravel apron, was constructed to
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replace a similar structure completed in 1936. The extreme flood stages

experienced in December 1955 destroyed part of the drift barrier. During

1956 a drift barrier about 1700 ft long, consisting of salvaged railroad

rail, was installed; the apron and revetted slope were restored, and the

revetment was extended downstream a distance of about 800 ft at a cost in

excess of $260,000. The total length of the revetment is 6500 ft.

14. The revetment was constructed, repaired, and extended as dis-

cussed above under various emergency and one-time authorizations and is

not maintained by a sponsoring agency. As a consequence, the revetment

is again in need of repair and it appears that additional work must be

performed on a revetment on which construction was initiated over 60 years

ago.

15 ● Bank protection works were constructed at various locations in

the Willamette Valley prior to 1935 by the Oregon State Highway Depmt-

ment and the Southern Pacific Company to protect highway and railroad

bridges.

16. Kellner steel jetties were installed by the Southern Pacific

Company upstream from the railroad bridge crossing the Willamette River

south of Harrisburg, Oregon, in January 1931. The original installation

consisted of 42 strings of steel jetties on 60-ft centers along the right

bank of the river. The jetties protected 2500 ft of bank from erosion and

prevented possible outflanking of the right bridge abutment. Each unit

consisted of three 4- by 4- by l/4-in. angle irons 16 ft long, bolted

together at the center to form the diagonals of a cube and interlaced with

No. 6 gage wire. Five units were fastened together by a I-in.-diameter

cable to form a string about 60 ft long. The strings were placed diagonally

in the river and each string was anchored to a deadman on the shore. (See

photograph V-lb.)

17. Five strings of the jetties were lost in the spring of 1931, and

the bank was eroded back about 30 ft at the upstream end. The next spring

only 16 of the original 42 strings remained, and the bank was eroded back

more than 50 ft in some places. It was observed that failure of upstream

jetties permitted the damaged jetties to lodge against the next ones down-

stream, resulting in the failure of the anchor cables on successive strings.
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Drift transported by freshets accumulated on the jetties and contributed to

the failures.

18. The damaged strings were replaced with smaller Kellner jetty

units with the spacing between strings reduced to 35 ft. The new units

appeared to have greater resistance to damage by drift, but many were lost

each year because the anchor cables failed or bank erosion washed out the

deadmen.

19. Each unit of the jetties cost about $24 for material. Labor

cost to install the jetties and excavate a trench for the anchor cables was

relatively minor.

20 ● Jetties remaining in October 1934 were salvaged by the Southern

Pacific Company prior to construction of a gravel revetment in Novem-

ber 1935. The gravel revetment proved to be inadequate and was replaced

in 1936 with an asphalt revetment.

21. The revetment was repaired in 1944 and 1946 and was in reasonably

good condition when inspected in the spring of 1963. As the main flow

now bypasses this channel, the revetment is not subject to damage by drift.

22 ● The Oregon State Highway Department constructed a pile and

fascine revetment along the left

upstream from the highway bridge

revetment was to prevent erosion

on the south end of the bridge.

bank of the Willamette River immediately

at Harrisburg in 1925. The purpose of the

from damaging the long trestle approach

The revetment was approximately 2100 ft

long, and consisted of piling and brush fascines placed at a cost of about

$11.60per linear foot.

23. A freshet in February 1926 damaged about 48o ft of the revetment.

Repair consisted of rock revetment, piling, and fascines. In addition,

stone was placed along the entire length of the revetment and three diver-

sion wings were installed. This work increased the total cost of the

revetment to $26.90 per linear foot. Between 1927 and 1939, placing of

additional stone, repair of pile bracing, and rebuilding a short section

of the revetment required the expenditure of about $9100.

24. During the period 1939 to 1955, the revetment and natural brush

protection of the bank afforded adequate protection. The high water of

December 1955 destroyed the natural growth and exposed the bank to current

and drift attack. During the summer of 1957 the Oregon State Highway
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Department revetted about 1800 ft of the bank. In 1958 the Corps of

Engineers extended the revetment upstream about 900 ft and installed a

steel rail drift barrier and apron 1850 ft long at a cost of about

$90,000.

25. The initial concept of bank protection work in the Willamette

River Basin, as authorized by the 1936 Flood Control Act, consisted of

masking eroding banks with river gravel placed on a slope of 1 vertical

on 4 horizontal. The gravels were to be obtained from adjacent gravel

bars, with the largest stones or cobbles segregated and placed on the

surface. In 1935 and 1936 gravel revetments were constructed at 12 loca-

tions along the Willamette River at a cost of $276,000. Average cost per

square yard was about 30 cents. Within one year after completion, most of

the gravel revetments were severely damaged or virtually destroyed. The

rounded gravels were not adequate to withstand attack by impinging currents

and drift. In reaches of relatively straight alignment not exposed to

direct attack, masking with gravel retards erosion, but annual replenish-

ment during maintenance dredging of the channel is necessary to assure

permanence.

26. As river-run gravel proved to be unsatisfactory for revetment

purposes, it was necessary that design of bank protection works give con-

sideration to other types of material. Six distinctly different types of

bank revetments were investigated between 1937 and 1946 with varying

degrees of success: gravel on flat slopes, hand-placed stone, penetration

asphalt, bituminous plant mix, sand-cement grouted gravel, and dumped stone

revetment.

27. Hand-placed stone laid on a graded slope above the water surface

existing at the time of construction was found to be very resistant to

damage by drift or high-velocity flow. Protection below the water surface

was afforded by placing dumped stone on the slope and in a toe section on

the river bottom. The cost of hand labor involved in sorting, shaping,

and placing the stone is prohibitive with present-day labor costs. Labor

for hand-placed revetments constructed in the Portland District was

furnished from Works Progress Administration labor pools during the late

1930’s. (See photographs V-3, V-4, and V-5a.)

28. Stabilization of gravel revetments was attempted with penetration
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asphalt. Selected, damaged gravel revetments were regraded, and the sur-

face layer above the water surface at the time of construction was pro-

cessed to reduce the amount of fines prior to applying the asphalt. Wire

reinforcement was incorporated in one test section. It was observed that

a penetration of 4 to 6 in. was necessary to reduce raveling of damaged

areas; use of wire reinforcement invited severe damage by drift becoming

entangled in the wire and removing large areas of the revetment; the

horizontal joint between the asphalt-treated slope and the dumped stone

was a potentially weak zone permitting undermining of the slope and ultimate
f., 4 failure of the asphalt revetment; and that the unprotected bank at the down-

stream end of the revetment was frequently damaged by accelerated flow

along the revetment. Asphalt revetments constructed on a steeper slope

were found to be less vulnerable to damage by drift dragging along the

slope. Application of a soil sterilizer to the gravel foundation is

recommended to retard growths through the revetment. Cost per square yard

averaged about 60 cents.

29. Bituminous plant mix has not been used for revetment work in

the Willamette River Basin. However, based on observation of one revet-
.>

ment constructed in Idaho, it was noted that metal reinforcing caused

checking of the surface unless the fabric was in the lower one-half of the

3-in. blanket; use of a free-draining material under the bituminous mate-

rial was essential; and that the surface was superior to that obtained by

the penetration method. Operations and plant involved render this type of

revetment costly, particularly for use in isolated areas and small quanti-

ties. Cost per square yard was $5.27 for 400 sq yd. An unreinforced

bituminous revetment constructed along the Columbia River in 1960 cost

$3.10 per square yard for 17,000 sq yd.

30. Sand-cement grouted gravel revetments are constructed in a

manner similar to penetration aspahalt revetments, except that a sand-

cement grout is substituted for the asphalt. The grout is vibrated into

the gravel slope and broomed to a rough finish. It is essential that

fines be held to a minimum to assure penetration of the grout. AS this

type of revetment is rigid, loss of bedding or foundation material results
,*
1 in failure of the unsupported shell. Sand-cement grout can be placed

t under weather conditions that would shut down an asphalt penetration or*
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plant mix job. Cost of sand-cement grout averaged about $1.25 per square

yard.

31. Except for the gravel revetments, each of the re~etment types

discussed above necessitated placement of dumped stone on the slope below

the water surface and along the toe. Also, these composite types required

considerable construction equipment, procurement of various materials,

labor, and construction procedures not readily available to the small con-

tractor. As suitable stone could be secured at numerous locations in the

Willamette River Basin and only a minimum of equipment would be required to

place the stone, construction of revetments consisting entirely of quarried

stone dumped in place was investigated.

32. Information pertaining to determination of stone size and thick-

ness, protection of the toe of slope from degradation, and outflanking of

the revetment at the upstream and downstream ends was necessary in the

design of bank protection works that would be economical to construct and

maintain.

33* Initially, the dumped stone was placed to a thickness of about

18 in. on a l-on-2 slope protected against undermining by a toe 2 ft thick

and 8 ft wide placed on the river bottom. As the revetments are subject

to overbank flow, it was found that erosion and scouring of the bank were

lessened if the top of the revetment was terminated 2 ft below the top of

the bank. Raveling and undermining of the upstream and downstream ends of

the revetments are retarded by dumped stone cutoffs extending under the toe

rock and up the slope.

34. A number of formulas have been developed to determine the be-

havior of material exposed to flowing water. Variables such as weight,

size, and shape of particles were considered for isolated stone on smooth

surfaces or interlocked in a mass of stone. As some of the variables are

interrelated, practical considerations ordinarily precluded evaluation of

any but the major variables. As velocity of flow is the major factor, it

is the element most practical for analysis.

35 ●
The analyses of the stability of stone in place on a rock fill

as derived by Isbash are pertinent to revetment design. The first case

considers stability of individual stones against sliding when located at

the crest of a rock fill under submerged flow conditions. The second case
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involves the stability of individual stones against overturning when

located on the flattened downstream side of a rock fill with free flow

conditions. This condition is nearly typical of revetments, and is

shown on the graph of stone diameter versus velocity of flow, plate V-1.

Groat’s mathematical analysis for movement of stone is based on the size

of stone and bottom velocity that will cause sliding. Coefficients were

determined experimentally and approximate average values assigned for

rough cubical and rounded stone. M. P. duBoys’ theoretical approach con-

sidered tractive force exerted on the periphery of a channel or particle

due to the motion of water. It is based on the friction exerted by the

bed or particle against movement. This theory may explain riprap failures

that occur at varying depth from velocity distribution.

36. Two major factors pertinent to the design of revetments in the

Willamette River Basin have not been evaluated in the experimental data

available. The first is the movement of stone exposed to impinging

current at sharp bends, and the second is the effect of impact and abrasion

by drift which is prevalent on uncontrolled streams. Impinging current

and drift action may occur singly or in combination, and during overbank

or within-bank flow conditions. Lodging of drift on the revetted surfaces

disrupts flow patterns and causes higher velocity of flow in isolated

areas. Development of a formula including these factors is extremely

difficult. Consequently, judgment and experience play an important part

in the design of Willamette River Basin revetments based on velocity con--

siderations alone.

37. A series of tests was made in 1951 for the purpose of determin-

ing the size of dumped-stone revetment suitable for use in lining the banks

of channels and streams subject to high-velocity flow. The tests were per-

formed in a man-made channel downstream from Dorena Dam, Row River, Oregon,

by the Corps of Engineers, Portland District, under Civil Works Investiga-

tion 485. Four sizes of rock revetment were tested against velocities

ranging from 7 to 20 fps in a test channel length of 200 ft.

38. Gradation curves prepared for the revetment in place revealed

that the stone was smaller than specified. Briefly the following results

were obtained: 12-in. thickness, 20 to 100 lb, withstood average veloc-

ities of 6.5 to 13.3 fps; 15-in. thickness, 30 to 175 lb, withstood average
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velocities of 6.5 to 13.3 fps; 18-in. thickness, 50

average velocity of 13.3 fps; and 24-in. thickness,

at average velocity of 16.5 fps. Tractive force at

24-in. revetments was computed to be 7 psf.

to 2S0 lb, failed at

80 to 400 lb, failed

failure of the 18- and

39. In arriving at the above results, it is interesting to note that

the tests were conducted in a straight channel, without drift and for only

short durations of flow. In addition, the channel bottom was grouted to

prevent degradation and the downstream ends of the various revetment sizes

were stabilized by grouted ribs. All flow conditions tested were ideal,

whereas actual revetments in the Willamette River Basin must withstand

extremes of adverse conditions. (PhotographsV-5b and V-6.)

40. Paragraph 5 of Civil Works Engineer Bulletin 52-15, dated 2 June

1952, prepared by the Office, Chief of Engineers, established revetment

thickness, size, and gradation of stone for velocities of flow within 10 ft

of the bank in lieu of average velocities in the stream. The criteria are

shown in plate V-1. In addition, an increase of 50 percent of the thickness

was recommended for stone placed under water. Extension of the revetted

slope to a minimum depth of 5 ft vertically below the bottom of channels

subject to degradation was recommended.

41. The thicknesses and gradations presented in the bulletin are

considered to be the minimum requirements consistent with velocities of

flow observed in the Willamette River Basin. In view of the

short life and high maintenance costs of revetments designed

meet velocity requirements, full consideration must be given

such as drift, angle of attack, degradation, and abrasion by

the navigable portions of the stream (plate V-2).

anticipated

primarily to

to all factors

log rafts in

42. Riprap classifications and gradations currently used for design

of Willamette River Basin revetments are given in table 1. Class III

riprap is required in reaches where the Willamette River floodplain has

a gradient steeper than about 3 ft per mile up to about 7 ft per mile and

on the lower reaches of the main tributaries. Class II riprap is usually

specified for the Willamette River below Corvallis, Oregon, river mile 132,

with a slope of about 1.5 ft per mile. Classes III, IV, and V were used

to stabilize the

stabilized for a

Salmon Creek channel at Oakridge, Oregon. The stream was

distance of about 5000 ft by construction of a channel
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Table 1

Ri~ran Classification. Willamette River Basin. Ore~on

. . 1. . ./

>

I

Tolerance 75% Size 30710Size 1~0 Less
Thickness in. Weight by by Than, by

Class in. + lb Weight Weight Weight

I 12 4 25-150 50-150 100 25

II 18 6 25-250 50-250 150 25

III 24 8 25-800 200-800 400 25

Iv 30 8 50-1600 400-1600 800 50

v 36 8 100-2700 1200-2700 1600 100

with a bottom width of 185 ft.

of flow would approach 20 fps.

percent. As considerable drift

Hydraulic analysis indicated that velocity

Gradient of the channel bottom is 1.1

is passed by the channel, the concave bends

were revetted with Class IV riprap. Class III riprap was placed in straight

reaches and along the convex bends. Bridge approaches were protected by

Class V riprap. The revetted slopes terminated in a toe trench excavated

to a point 7 ft below the channel bottom. The improvement has been in

service 4 years with only minor maintenance required to remove accumulated

drift and gravel deposits.

43. Contracts awarded for construction of revetments at seven loca-

tions in the summer of 1963 resulted in an average cost of $2.50 per square

yard for Class III revetment. Total average cost of the work was $3.50

per square yard, including revetment, excavation, embankment, and clearing.

~. Deposition of drift on adjacent farmlands damages cultivated

fields and is costlyto remove. During freshet stages of the river, drift

leaves the main channel through entrances to low swales or overflow

channels. Drift barriers, consisting of wood piling or salvaged railroad

rails, have been constructed at numerous locations singly or in conjunction

with bank revetments. A revetted apron of Class III stone or grouted

gravel protects the swale and barrier from damage due to concentrated flow

through the structure. Drift accumulated on the barrier reduces overflow

and damage to landward improvements. Height of the drift barrier is based

4
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on the design flood profile with freeboard for the location Waler considera-

tion. (See photograph V-9.)

45. Stone groins have been constructed at two locations in the

Willamette River Basin. Groins placed along both banks of the McKenzie

River downstream from Leaburg Dam have been effective in maintaining flow

in a pilot channel excavated through a gravel bar. As the channel is

relatively straight, the groins have not been endangered by outflanking.

Similar groins placed along the outside of a relatively sharp curve on the

South Santiam River have not effectively retarded bank erosion and are in

danger of being outflanked. Groins will be considered in the future

at locations which appear suitable for this type of channel stabilization

work.

46. Adherence to the plans and specifications fox bank protection

works is mandatory if full benefit of the design features is to be

realized. Procurement of stone meeting the gradation specified fre-

quently requires sorting or selective loading at the quarry site. Under-

water excavation and placement of stone in the toe trench to the specified

depth and section are assured only by experienced and diligent equipment

operators. Segregation of the various sizes which may occur during plac-

ing results in areas of poorly graded stone. Removal and replacement of

these areas with stone conforming to the specified gradation are required

in the specifications. Measurement of stone is based on the volume in the

hauling vehicle. Coverage of the slope within the thickness tolerance

specified is attained by comparison of the quantity required per unit

length with the volume placed. Finishing of the revetment surface is

accomplished by combing the rock with the teeth on the dragline bucket,

and by plating the surface with a heavy rectangular steel plate suspended

from a dragline boom. Careful use of the plate smooths the surface,

compacts the stone mass, and develops an interlocking action between the

individual pieces. (See photographs V-7 and V-8.)

47. Property owners in the Willamette River Basin frequently suggest

that the channel be straightened by excavation of new channels across

sharp bends. This procedure is discouraged because the increased gradient

results in higher velocities which cause erosion of the new channel and

portions of the original channel in the imnediate vicinity. Only in
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instances of particularly poor channel alignment has the Portland District

attempted channel changes. Careful consideration and study must be given

to any channel change to prevent severe damage to other improvements or

excessive maintenance.

48. Construction of bank protection works along the Lower Columbia

River and tributaries was authorized by the Flood Control Act approved

17 May 1950, based on recommendations contained in House Document 531,

81st Congress, 2d Session. Further studies since authorization indicate

that about 133,680 lin ft of revetment may be required at 61 locations
4...’.. . “1 at an estimated cost of about $9,000,000. Construction tids were re-

ceived in fiscal year 1961. As of 1 September 1963, a total of 29,680 ft

of revetment had been placed at 19 locations. Total contract cost of the

work was about $750,000.

49. Bank erosion along the Columbia River downstream from Washougal,

Washington, is caused by current action, wave action, or both. Scouring

of the river channel adjacent to the riverbanks requires that protection

extend to the bottom of the channel. Wave action is confined primarily

to banks or levees above low-water level. Wind-generated waves are pro-

nounced in reaches of the river oriented with the prevailing winds and in

the wide channel near the estuary. Wave action from passing ships is a

major factor in causing erosion of banks and levee slopes adjacent to the

navigation channel. Increased size and speed of freighters frequently

cause waves that destroy protective vegetation and cause new erosion

areas to develop. (See photographs V-10 and V-11.)

50. Composition of the banks and channel bottom along the Lower

Columbia River differs considerably from the streams in the Willamette

River Basin. The absence of well-graded pervious material in the bank or

I channel requires that bedding material be imported for placement under the

, revetments to prevent loss of finer material.

51. Construction of three pile dikes and 1560 lin ft of revetment

at Tansy Point Location 10 miles upstream from the mouth of the Columbia

River was initiated in the fall of 1963 and will be completed by the fall

of 1964. As this location is situated in the estuary of the Columbia River
?} tidal fluctuation, wave action, and erosive currents contributed to the

● problems involved in designing effective protective works. The Columbia
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River model at the Waterways Experiment Station, Vicksburg, Mississippi,

was utilized to verify the effectiveness of the proposed revetments and

pile dikes. Velocities and current patterns for surface and bottom condi-

tions under various tidal stages were developed for unprotected and pro-

tected conditions. The tests indicated that five pile dikes may be neces-

sary to provide positive protection; however, initially it is proposed to

install three pile dikes with the possibility of installing the additional

dikes should prototype conditions indicate the need. Gradation of the

stone placed on the bank above a point 8 ft below mean lower low water was

based on protection against a wave height of 8 ft. The stone will be

placed on two courses of graded bedding material. (Plates V-3, V-4,

and V-5.)

52. Water depths adjacent to many of the Lower Columbia River

revetment sites require care in placement of stone to reduce segregation

and assure uniform coverage in water depths in excess of 10 ft. One

procedure is to require the use of a clamshell or orange-peel bucket which

is lowered to the surface on which the material is being placed before

releasing the material. Placement of stone adjacent to pile dikes can

best be accomplished during slack tide periods.

53* Design of Willamette River Basin revetments as discussed above

is currently based on withstanding extremely adverse physical conditions.

Furthermore, stabilization of the channels in a downstream direction has

not been undertaken, as available f’undsmust be utilized yearly at the most

critical location. This practice does not prevent flanking or abandon-

ment of revetments by the river or development of poor channel alignments

which create excessive pressure on completed revetments. At such time as

the drift problem is reduced on each major tributary by flood-control

reservoirs and land clearing below the reservoirs, combined with regulated

floodflows and orderly stabilization of the channels, revetment design may

then be based on velocity-of-flow criteria. In the meantime, every effort

should be made to modify and improve the present design as more information

becomes available.

54. Design of revetments along the Lower Columbia River must recog-

nize the problem of waves from ship traffic and tidal action with respect

to stone size and proper grading of bedding material. As this project is
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relatively newy close coordination of design and construction practices

will be necessary to assure reasonably permanent structures requiring a

minimum of maintenance.

55. Increased land use combined with further development of the

waterways for navigation purposes will continue to emphasize the need for

channel stabilization work of some type. As land values increase, it is

possible that.more costly revetment materials and construction methods may

be warranted.

,

,

n
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a. Independence Bend. Upstream view of revetment and spur dikes.
Photo taken 1923

I

b. Southern Pacific Company photograph of Kellner steel
jetties installed above Harrisburg.

Photo taken January 1931

?hotograph V-1. .Willamette River.Basin, Oregon, bank protection
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Independence Bend. Completed gravel revetment.
Photo taken December 1935

I

Independence Bend. Restored gravel revetment.
Photo taken July 1936

Photograph V-2. Willamette River Basin, Oregon, bank protection
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Armitage. Constructing hand-placed revetment.
Photo taken October 1938

.
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Location 9. Slope boards for hand-placed revetment.
Photo taken October 1938

Photograph V-3. Willamette River Basin, Oregon, bank protection
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Armitage. Tolerance check of-hand-placed revetment.
Photo taken October 1938

Grand Island. Completed hand-placed revetment.
Photo taken October 1938

I

Photograph v-4 ● Wills.metteRiver Basin, Oregon, bank protection



a. Location 8. Hand-placed revetment, showing apron section.
Photo taken October 1938

>

b.

Photograph

Typical bank erosion. Photo taken March 1946

v-5 ● Willamette River Basin, Oregon, bank protection



Typical bank erosion. Photo taken March 1946

Photograph v-6. Willamette River Basin, Oregon, bank protection
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Green location. Class III revetment

Stringer location. Downstream aerial

Photograph V-7. Willamette River Basin, Oregon,

view

bank protection



Peterson location. Downstream aerial view

!

Barclay location. Class III revetment

Photograph v-8. Willamette River Basin, Oregon, bank protection
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Tripp location. Damage along drift barrier

“--kt!Km

I

I

Tripp location.

Photograph V-9. Willamette

Damage along

River Basin,

drift barrier

Oregon, bank protection
3
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Columbia River mile 123.0. Looking upstrem along
eroding bank in the Washougal area

Columbia River mile 33.8. Erosion along levee slope
at Wahkiakum County Diking Improvement District No.

Looking along left bank of Brooks Slough

Photograph V-10. Typical bank and levee erosion found in W

4.

~ashington
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Willamette River mile 1.4. Looking downstream along
eroded indentation at toe of Sauvie Island DrainAge

District levee

,

I

I

I

J

Columbia River mile 36.3. Wave action damage to levee at
Clatsop County Diking District No. 6 (Tenasillahe Island)

Photograph V-n. Results of wave action erosion along existing
in Oregon

levees
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